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5EDITORIAL

We are doing a great deal in the short term 
to improve air tra�  c management (ATM) 

performance – mostly in our role as Network Manager 
(NM). We are now quantifying how we are directly 
reducing delays and making trajectories more 
e�  cient. The results so far are looking very impressive 
and they demonstrate the e� ectiveness of the NM 
approach of proactively working with both ANSPs 
and airspace users. Apart from the industrial action in 
France, it’s been a good summer in ATM and we have 
played a major role in making that happen.

We are also committed to making our contribution 
to reducing the cost of ATM over RP1 and RP2. The 
Agency is only a small part of the overall cost, but we 
still need to absorb our fair share of the reductions 
being called for.

So-called “quick wins” are always popular with 
politicians but we also need to look ahead – to see 
what work we need to do now in order to have a 
much more highly-performing ATM system in the 
future. So we cannot a� ord to lose sight of longer-
term research, for example.  

In the medium-term, we see activity on many 
fronts. A lot of the SESAR work is now approaching 
implementation and the Agency has a major role to 
play – not only on many of the individual projects 
but also on the coordination and governance of 
deployment and on the development of concepts 
such as Centralised Services (CS).

The theme of this issue of Skyway is ‘ATM 
Performance’ and that is very much the direction in 
which we are heading – not just the Agency but the 
whole of European ATM. I see the Agency focusing on 
what it can do to help our stakeholders – such as the 
airspace users, airports, ANSPs and the military.  

We also need to cement our role at the centre of 
the European ATM Network. ATM is becoming much 
more dependent on the � ow of data and exchange 
of information around the network and it is vital to 
have a body such as EUROCONTROL to manage this 
process. Indeed, this is a major reason why we are 
developing the concept of CS.

At the same time, I think that our horizons will 
be expanding. We need to look beyond our current 
membership (even taking account of the expected 
additions of Georgia and Estonia) and develop 
operational links with other States in Asia, North 
Africa and the Gulf. In some cases, this may even 
result in membership of EUROCONTROL. But in any 
case, these operational links will help us to manage 

the Network even more e� ectively.
The relationship between the Agency, ANSPs, States 

– in particular those States that are not members 
of the European Union (EU) – and the European 
Commission (EC) is complex. A key strength of 
EUROCONTROL is its pan-European nature and it is 
vital that we continue to represent all our members. 
That said, it is the EU and its Single European Sky (SES) 
initiative that is focusing European ATM on improving 
its performance. This improvement is vital and is 
something we strongly support.

It is true that the separation of States from their 
ANSPs has made the governance of EUROCONTROL 
more complex. Here I think we need to take a 
pragmatic approach. For example, on the governance 
of CS, the ANSPs are most directly a� ected and 
thus they should take the lead, through the existing 
mechanism of the Network Management Board.

In terms of whether the SES is still on track or not, it 
would be nice to be able to give a simple, “yes” or “no, 
we are delayed by x years,” but the truth is much more 
complicated. First, the environment has changed with 
much lower tra�  c � gures than originally forecast and, 
as a result, some of the original targets are no longer 
meaningful. For example, it does not make economic 
sense to increase capacity radically if the demand is no 
longer there. Similarly, the target for increasing safety 
by a factor of 10 was based on a tripling of capacity 
– something that is no longer needed in the original 
timescale.

It is also the case that some areas have moved on 
faster than others. Generating operational e�  ciencies 
through the creation of Functional Airspace Blocks 
(FABs) has proved to be more challenging than we 
had anticipated. However, the creation of the NM 
role has gone very well and I believe that here we are 
clearly ‘on track’ even though there is still much to do.

Most importantly, we do see a much greater focus 
on performance, even though it is proving to be 
di�  cult to achieve the radical improvements originally 
envisaged. On balance I believe that the SES is proving 
to be worthwhile – because it is changing the way 
the industry as a whole approaches ATM. There is a 
much greater realisation now that we do need to 
work together to make the industry more e�  cient. 
This shifting of attitudes is perhaps our greatest 
achievement to date. 

Frank Brenner, 
Director General, EUROCONTROL

A MUCH GREATER 
FOCUS ON PERFORMANCE

“There is a much 
greater realisation 
now that we do need 
to work together to 
make the industry 
more e�  cient.”
Frank Brenner
Director General, 
EUROCONTROL



›
EUROCONTROL launched a 
new set of workshops in late 

2013 to explore, with interested 
stakeholders, the operational 
concepts of the nine Centralised 
Services proposed by the Agency 
for delivery by third parties (see 
cover feature, this issue). These 
are programmes to improve 
cost-e�  ciency of the European 
air tra�  c network by reducing 
fragmentation and providing a 
number of services on a pan-
European rather than national 
level and � t within the context 
of the European Commission’s 
(EC) Communication on Single 
European Sky2+, published on 11 
June. The programmes typically 
involve handling data and range 
from a service for trajectory 
planning in four dimensions, to 
support for e� ectively sharing 
airspace data in order to optimise 
civil and military usage.

In July, Frank Brenner, 
EUROCONTROL’s Director General, 
Dr Matthias Ruete, Director 
General of DG MOVE at the EC and 
Matthew Baldwin, EC’s Director

WAYPOINTS

CENTRALISED SERVICES 
WORKSHOPS EXPLORE 
OPERATIONAL CONCEPTS

of Air Transport, met to discuss 
in detail the next steps for 
EUROCONTROL’s proposal for 
implementation of these services.

In a letter from the EC, following 
a decision not to allow partial 
funding of the preparatory work 
for the programme from the 
TEN-T 2012 Multi-annual funds, 
Dr Matthias Ruete reiterated that: 
“the Commission continues to 
support this proposal strongly, not 
least because we see the potential 
for these services to support the 
implementation of the Single 
European Sky (SES), including 
its evolution as proposed 
under the SES2+ initiative. I am 
therefore pleased to con� rm our 
willingness to support the further 
development of the Centralised 
Services’ concept, ensuring a 
close connection with the SESAR 
project in particular, through the 
appropriate funding instruments 
and processes.” 

In the evaluation compiled by 
TEN-T, the assessors noted that the 
overall quality of the proposal was 
good, but that it required further 
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stakeholder consultation. Since 
the document was submitted in 
March 2013, EUROCONTROL has 
held 12 workshops, with over 600 
participants to elaborate further 
on the proposal.

In his letter Dr Ruete also 
noted: “that the nine initially 
proposed Centralised Services 
have now reached a much higher 
degree of maturity and that they 
are also better understood by 
stakeholders, also thanks to your 
dedicated workshops. Of course 
there are a number of questions 
where it is clear that stakeholders 
want to re� ect further and we are 
pleased to continue to work with 
you on these aspects.” 

“Since March 2013, the air 
navigation service providers 
(ANSPs) of the 39, soon to be 
40, EUROCONTROL Member 
States have been encouraged 
to establish cooperation 
between themselves and the 
manufacturing industry so that 
they will be ready when the call 
for interest is published,” said 
Frank Brenner. “One of the more 
than 500 questions posed to 
EUROCONTROL by stakeholders 
during our workshops was 
whether we couldn’t provide 
them with more time to explore 
the different cooperation 
options. This delay on the call 
for interest should help and we 
are looking forward to see even 
better consortia structures as a 
result.”

› Increasing numbers 
of airlines are sending 
in voluntary air tra�  c 
management (ATM) incident 
reports to EUROCONTROL, 
providing important 
feedback on the safety 
performance of the 
European ATM safety system.  
EUROCONTROL’s Voluntary 
ATM Incident Reporting 
(EVAIR) Safety Bulletin 
Number 10, published in 
August 2013 and covering 
the summers of 2008-2012, 
contains the compilation 
and analysis of thousands of 
ATM occurrence reports. The 
analyses were based on more 
than 6,000 ATM occurrence 
reports from more than 
160 di� erent airlines. Over 
10,000 TCAS reports with 
valid resolution advisories 
were collected automatically 
from 13 radar stations across 
Europe. More than 5,000 call 
sign similarity/confusion 
reports were provided by 
12 air navigation service 
providers (ANSPs).

Feedback is the major 
driving and motivational 
factor for voluntary reporting. 
From the very beginning, a 
feedback mechanism was set 
up to satisfy both the airlines’ 
and the ANSPs’ requirements. 
For the summer period 
2012 about 60 di� erent 
airlines submitted their ATM 
occurrence reports to EVAIR – 
these airlines are responsible 
for about 70% of ECAC’s 
overall tra�  c.

INCIDENT 
REPORTS



VOICE OVER INTERNET 
PROTOCOL TAKES 
ANOTHER STEP FORWARD

›
Forty experts representing 
EUROCONTROL, the Federal 

Aviation Administration (FAA), 
European air navigation 
service providers (ANSPs), 
voice communication systems, 
ground radio stations, recording 
equipment manufacturers and 
testing software developers met in 
ROMATSA premises in Bucharest in 
July 2013 for the Eighth Voice Over 
Internet Protocol Task Force (VOTE) 
meeting.  

“VOTE plays a central role to 
support the global standard on 
VoIP in air tra�  c management 
(ATM) and provides a direct 
channel of communication 
between EUROCONTROL and its 
stakeholders on activities related 
to voice over IP applications and 
infrastructure, aiming to enhance 
the safety, capacity and e�  ciency 
of the European ATM network and 
its interfaces with adjacent ATM 
structures,” said Frank Brenner, 
EUROCONTROL’s Director General. 
VOTE is also responding to the 
strategic objectives set in the 
Network Strategy Plan 2012-2019 
by the Network Manager (NM).

VOTE’s current role is to enhance 

interoperability by delivering 
VoIP test speci� cations and 
test tools and to support the 
maintenance of the ICAO VoIP in 
ATM standard. Version 2.0.0. of the 
VOTER test software was released 
by EUROCONTROL in April 2013 
for testing Radio and Telephony 
interfaces and a new release is 
planned for end 2013 for testing 
Recording interfaces.

“VoIP will bring to ATM 
the appropriate voice 
communications � exibility 
required for the implementation 
of dynamic sectorisation solutions, 
while helping to reducing 
the overall communication 
costs by cutting the expensive 
maintenance and operations 
of analogue voice circuits,” says 
Joe Sultana, Director Network 
Manager.  

European VoIP in ATM 
deployment is planned to be 
completed within the next 7 
years. For inter-centre telephony 
it is planned to be � nalised by 
December 2018. For the ground 
segment of the air-ground voice 
communications it is planned to 
be � nalised by December 2020.
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› EUROCONTROL has released its fourth Challenges of Growth 
study, (see Current � nancial crisis adds to long-term risk for 
network performance, this issue) which looks ahead to the 
state of air transport in 2035, or even 2050. It is the � rst such 
study since 2008 and it re� ects the impact of the economic 
downturn on European air tra�  c. Growth is expected to return, 
with the most likely scenario showing by 2035, and despite the 
current economic situation, that tra�  c in Europe will pick up 
again signi� cantly with an increase in the number of � ights to 
14.4 million, which is 50% higher than in 2012. This predicted 
growth is slower than that forecast � ve years ago, as well as 
having been delayed for several years. But plans to increase 
airport capacity have also been scaled back, with an increase 
in capacity by 2035 of just 17% (compared to 38% by 2030 
reported � ve years ago).  As a result, there will be an increasing 
number of airports that are running at, or close to capacity.
In June, EUROCONTROL and the European Defence Agency 
(EDA) strengthened their ongoing relationship by de� ning a 
joint list of key priorities for the implementation of the Single 
European Sky (SES) in the military aviation sector. Areas of 
action include remotely piloted aircraft systems, coordination 
of SESAR deployment and satellite telecommunications.

› A Go-around Safety Forum took place in June 2013, initiated 
by the Flight Safety Foundation, the European Regions Airline 
Association and EUROCONTROL. It highlighted that better 
awareness and training, as well as re� ned policies and e� ective 
procedures, are the key to real improvements. The Forum was 
launched to support the Flight Safety Foundation Go-around 
Safety initiative and to help promote the early implementation 
actions in the European Action Plan for the Prevention of 
Runway Excursions (EAPPRE), issued in January 2013.

› The seven States that together make up the Functional 
Airspace Block Europe Central (FABEC) airspace reported 
results below those forecast for the area three years ago. 
The FABEC air navigation service providers (ANSPs): ANA 
(Luxembourg), Belgocontrol (Belgium), DFS (Germany), DSNA 
(France), LVNL (Netherlands), MUAC (EUROCONTROL), and 
Skyguide (Switzerland) experienced severe decline in tra�  c 
at the beginning of 2012, and only now report some levelling 
of tra�  c similar to 2011 volume. However, in the � rst half of 
2013, the service quality provided by the seven FABEC ANSPs 
has improved. In this period, the average en-route air tra�  c 
� ow management delay per controlled � ight decreased from 
0.59 minutes in the � rst half of 2012 to 0.50 minutes in the � rst 
half of 2013 – although industrial action hampered the overall 
system. The total amount of delay decreased from 1.6 million 
minutes in 2012 to 1.3 million minutes in 2013. In the � rst half 
of 2013, only 2.08% (2012: 2.81%) of all 2.602 million controlled 
� ights experienced delays. 

NEWS IN BRIEF



WAYPOINTS

›
In September 2013 
EUROCONTROL’s Network 

Manager (NM) team announced it 
had successfully transferred 15% 
of its operational messaging tra�  c 
to the Air Tra�  c Services Message 
Handling System (AMHS) over the 
Pan European Network Service 
(PENS). 

Until now, the aeronautical � xed 
telecommunications network 
(AFTN) and the Common ICAO 
Data Interchange Network (CIDIN) 
have been the most important 
aeronautical messaging systems in 
the air tra�  c management (ATM) 
environment. They carry all the 
� ight data exchange information 
between ATM centres. Due to the 
out-dated technology and the 
limited capabilities of AFTN/CIDIN, 
the International Civil Aviation 
Organisation (ICAO) introduced 

the ATS Message Handling System 
(AMHS) as the new standard 
for air tra�  c services (ATS) 
messaging. AMHS is based on 
modern messaging and network 
technology. The expected bene� ts 
from this migration are reduced 
costs and increased functionality.

Since 1995, EUROCONTROL has 
made signi� cant contributions 
to the development, 
implementation and operation of 
the AFTN/CIDIN/AMHS messaging 

system. On 10 September 2013, 
another important milestone was 
reached with the establishment 
of the � rst operational AMHS 
connection supporting the 
Network Manager’s (NM) 
core business. The NM /NATS 
Swanwick connection supports 
15% of the total NM operational 
messaging tra�  c, which includes 
the transmission of � ight plans, 
the transport of SSR (secondary 
surveillance radar) code 

AMHS MIGRATION PROGRESSES WITH NATS LINK

›
The Agency Research 
Team's (ART) Workshop, 

held in September 2013 at 
EUROCONTROL's Brussels 
headquarters, gave 50 
representatives from the air tra�  c 
management (ATM) community 
the opportunity to clarify their 
expectations, examine ideas and 
set their priorities for relevant air 
transport research for the next 
decade. 

These research initiatives include 
the ICAO SBU (Aviation System 
Block Upgrade) steps and � ights 
of imagination for the Flightpath 
2050 goals as well as

the Advisory Council for 
Aeronautics Research in Europe 
(ACARE) Strategic Research and 
Innovation Agenda. The objective 
was to comment on and agree 
to potential subjects put forward 

by the Agency in the � eld of 
exploratory research, applied 
research and pre-industrial 
development.

Pierre Andribet, EUROCONTROL's 
SESAR Contribution Manager, 
opened the sessions by describing 
the research and innovation 
lifecycle phases, as proposed in 
EUROCONTROL’s Research Work 
Programme. He demonstrated 
how they correspond with the 
views expressed by the European 
Commission (EC) and the SESAR-JU 
(SJU). Integration emerged as a 
very strong theme throughout 
the workshop: with airports to 
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assignment CCAMS (Centralised 
SSR Code Assignment and 
Management System) as well 
as air tra�  c � ow and capacity 
management messages to air 
control centres.

Thanks to the speci� c AFTN/
AMHS topology, this single 
connection e� ectively supports 
messages to and from a wide 
range of destinations including 
Canada, the USA, the Far East 
and South Paci� c regions as well 
as a part of northern Europe. 
This project is also the � rst 
signi� cant initiative to impact 
the NM’s technical infrastructure. 
Following a comprehensive 
safety assessment, it was formally 
approved by the European 
Aviation Safety Agency (EASA)
which has regulatory oversight 
over the NM.

LONG-TERM RESEARCH 
AGENDA PRIORITIES DISCUSSED

integrate MET information; the 
integration of airports into the 
network; tra�  c synchronisation to 
integrate network, ATC and airport 
planning; CNS (communications, 
surveillance and navigation) 
to integrate multiple existing 
technologies.

Among other issues, the topics 
covered also included: the need 
to construct the work programme 
around clear performance 
objectives and the necessity for 
questioning the validity of current 
concepts and to look at their 
compatibility with developments 
outside Europe.
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FLIGHT TRENDS 
IN 2013

TRAFFIC GROWTH

Tra�  c growth in 2013 has been marked by
economic weakness in much of Europe and
by further � eet reductions of airlines as part of
their restructuring projects locally adding to the
general tra�  c decline, in particular of domestic
tra�  c. However, the start of the summer
schedule showed some signs of improvement:
August was the � rst month of growth
in a period of 18 months for Europe.
The economic forecasts for 2013 had been

Figure 1. EU GDP forecasts for 2013 and 2014 have seen further downward revisions

(Source: Oxford Economics)

revised sharply downwards since 2012, and
stabilised during 2013 itself (see Figure 1). The
economies of Germany and France grew faster
than expected in the second quarter, pulling the
Euro zone out of an 18-month recession,
but only just, leaving an expectation of decline
in GDP overall (see Figure 1).

Financial results of the major carriers
during the second quarter have been quite
encouraging. Restructuring e� orts are starting

to show and stable, if high, fuel prices and foreign 
exchanges rates helped. Nevertheless, the 
forward outlook appears to be weakening, with 
a number of airlines reporting lower yields, and 
reduced expectations for the coming winter.

Despite this, tra�  c volumes have been
consistently lower than 2012 during the winter
2012/13, which induced a downward revision
to the forecast update of European tra�  c in
May. As expected, since summer schedule was
put in place, the situation has been slightly 
stronger. Summer* tra�  c remained stable with 
some variations across the months and within 
the May forecast ranges, but slightly below the
tra�  c levels of last year overall, due to the 
French strikes in June this year; the boost in 
tra�  c resulting from the Olympics and EURO12 
football  in 2012. August 2013 � nished slightly 
higher (0.4%) than last year and the monthly 
forecast out of the May intermediate forecast 
(see Figure 2). August was also the � rst month 
of growth in 18 months thanks to increasing 
arrivals/departures (+3.2% on average for 
summer) and strong over� ights (on average 
+22.4% for summer). Q

TRAFFIC VOLUMES CONSISTENTLY LOWER

*Summer refers to the April-August period
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Figure 2. Actual tra�  c of 2013 compared with the intermediate forecast of May 2013

Figure 3. Second year of tra�  c losses over the winter have turned into weak-to-zero summer growth

Q August’s growth has been moderated by
important losses of tra�  c to Egypt
due to the local unrest. As of August 15th,
several airlines have stopped � ying to Egypt.
Arrivals/departures declined by 50% at the end
of August, a situation which continues in 
September.

In 2013 as well as in 2012, tra�  c losses
were especially visible on internal tra�  c that
has decreased by more than 3% since the
beginning of the year at ESRA level. We saw
some strengthening this summer where the
internals decrease on average by 1.4% over
summer compared to -3.3% last year. At State
level, losses in domestic tra�  c were observed
for most countries and also for the main
contributors of European tra�  c (i.e. France,
Germany, Italy, Spain and UK).

It was the second year in a row that total 
tra�  c dropped during the winter season. While 
the 2013 year-to-date tra�  c is still below 2012, 
the summer has seen something closer to the 

forecast recovery. This is notably true for the
� ve busiest States (see Figure 3). The latter 
have all seen their domestic tra�  c contracting 
since the beginning of the year. Since the 
summer schedule was in place, total tra�  c 
increased for UK, France and Germany thanks 
to their growing over� ights and in addition 
in particular for UK, resulting from increasing 
arrivals/departures.

■ UK’s total tra�  c is back to growth since
 April (+1.4% on average since the summer
 schedule) despite its weak internals -1.9%
 on average over summer. Both arrivals/
 departures (1.9% on average) and
 over� ights (2.5% on average) saw
 growth since April.
■ France went back to growth since
 April, reaching 1.1% in August, thanks
 to over� ights and arrivals/departures that
 are becoming stronger this summer.
 Loss in over� ights due to French ATC

 strikes resulted in decline for total � ights
 and over� ights in June (5.500 cancellations
 representing 4% of over� ights in June).
■ Germany went back to modest growth
 (below 1%) since June, thanks to recovering
 over� ights (+4.3%) from summer schedule.
 Internals and arrivals/departures remain weak
 (resp. -5% and -1.5% below 2012 levels).
■ Italy is the only top � ve State in decline
 for total tra�  c (-0.3%) in August. Improving
 over� ight growth since summer schedule
 (+4.3% on average) couldn’t compensate for
 the weak internals (-10% on average).
■ Spain, growing for the � rst time in August
 (+1.1%) since 21 months, saw increasing
 over� ights (+6.1% on average since summer
 schedule) and slightly improving arrivals/  
 departures. Domestic tra�  c remains very  
 weak (-16.8% on average since summer   
 schedule).

Figure 4 shows local tra�  c changes for
February-August period. The � rst part of
2013 recorded more States adding tra�  c
to the network compared to 2012. Turkey
remained the main contributor, adding
more than 200 daily � ights excl. over� ights
with a growth percentage of +10%, mainly
arrivals and departures. The United Kingdom,
although adding less than 20 daily � ights, has
shifted from the right to the left side. Other
contributors are situated mainly in the North
of Europe: Norway (+2.9%), Denmark (+2.9%),
Sweden (+1.1%), Ireland (+2.4%).

On the other side of Figure 4, Germany is
the country that removed the most � ights
from the network in 2013 so far, followed by
Spain, Italy and France as a consequence of
the weakness of their domestic tra�  c.
Outside Europe, Russia remained the
number one destination from Europe adding
tra�  c to the network (on average 125 � ights
per day both ways since May 2013, see
Figure 5). Russian departures to Europe have
increased by 10% since the beginning of
the year (compared to same period 2012).
Although this � ow represents 17% of Europe
arrivals on average (coming from outside
Europe), this share jumps to more than 20%
during summer months. 

 LOCAL TRAFFIC CHANGES 

ESRA08 stands for Europe
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Figure 5. Russia is the � rst non-European destination adding � ights

Figure 6. Low-cost is the only segment back to growth since this summer schedule

Figure 4. Turkey remains main contributor and fast grower The top six � ows coming from Russia which has 
grown the most since the beginning of the year 
are Turkey (+14%), Ukraine (+13%), Italy (+30%),
Spain (+18%) and Greece (+46%). The latter
jumped from no growth to above 40% growth 
rates from May 2013 or adding 35 � ights per 
day (both ways) to the network. This trend
has contributed to the growth of over� ights
� ights in Eastern European States.

■ Flights to Morocco continue to recover
 around 30 � ights per day both ways and are
 back above 2011 level since summer 2013.
■ Tunisia is not back to 2010 tra�  c levels
 since the losses due to the Arab spring.
 The growth was quite shaky and tra�  c
 was in decline in 2013 after a partial
 recovery in 2012.
■ Summer tra�  c to the United States was
 at the same level as last year compared to
 the losses of about 40 � ights per day both
 ways during winter.
■ Tra�  c to the United Arab Emirates has
 remained constantly growing by around
 20 � ights/day both ways, despite the weaker
 economic context.
■ Tra�  c to Israel continues to be back to
 growth.

Tra�  c development per market segment
is shown in Figure 6. All market segments
started the year in decline except for the
charter segment as a consequence of the
recovery to tra�  c to North Africa. The political
situation in Egypt resulted in loss in charter
tra�  c as of June 2013. On average we saw a
decrease for the charter segment of 2.9% for
the last 3 months. 

Low-cost tra�  c is the only segment in 2013 
on the positive side of the growth thanks in 
particular to a strong summer with � gures 
up to 2.5% in July and August for a year-to-
date growth of 0.4%. Traditional and business 
aviation shifted into slight growth recently (less 
than 1%) compared to 2012. 

The all-cargo segment continued to decline. 

This description of the tra�  c trends comes from the 
October 13 report “EUROCONTROL 7-year IFR Fight 
Movements and Service Units Forecast 2013-2019.”

TRAFFIC DEVELOPMENT 
PER MARKET SEGMENT
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The recent decline in demand for air travel 
in key Western European markets has 

masked some worrying long-term trends for 
the continent’s air transport sector, according 
to EUROCONTROL’s fourth Challenges of Growth 
study, published in June 2013, which looks 
ahead to the state of Europe’s air transport 
industry in the years to 2050.  

Among the � ve key challenges facing 
the continent’s aviation stakeholders 
(see box overleaf ) a lack of airport capacity 
is a fundamental issue which needs to be 
addressed shortly if a future major capacity 
crisis within the network is to be avoided. The 
report suggests that growth – even  though 
slower and more delayed than that forecast 
� ve years ago – is expected to return so that 
by 2035 the number of � ights will increase by 
50% over 2012 to 14.4 million. 

But one of the results of the recent � nancial 
crisis is that airports’ plans to increase capacity 
have been scaled back, with an increase in 
capacity by 2035 of just 17% (compared to 
38% by 2030 reported � ve years ago). As a 
result, there will be an increasing number 
of airports that are running at, or close to, 
capacity. That means that, in the most likely 
scenario, 1.9 million � ights in 2035 would not 
be accommodated – 12% of total demand.  

“Tra�  c growth has not come as expected, so 
airports have not had the revenue they need 
to expand,” said David Marsh, EUROCONTROL’s 
Head of Forecasting and Tra�  c Analysis. “The 
� nancial crisis has made � nance more di�  cult 

to obtain so it’s understandable they have cut 
back. But when you add it all up they have 
cut back by rather more than the tra�  c has 
slowed down. So looking ahead in 20 years we 
are now probably in a worse position than we 
were a few years ago. We should have gained 
an eight year head start in developing more 
airport capacity but we’re now facing 12% 
unaccommodated demand by 2035.”

This scenario would also see more than 20 
airports operating at 80% or more of capacity 
for six or more hours per day, compared to 
just three such airports in 2012. This would 
drive airport air tra�  c � ow and capacity 
management (ATFCM) delay up to around 
� ve to six minutes, taking it from a minor or 
intermittent to a continuous, major contributor 
of delay. Currently airport ATFCM delay only 
hits � ve minutes average on one day or two in 
the year with the worst weather.

“That level of day-to-day delay will just 
be unacceptable,” said David Marsh. “ATFCM 
airport delay at the moment is only a small 
and occasional contributor to overall delay. But 
once you have a score of airports running at 
capacity you no longer have the � exibility to 
respond to – and recover from – delays earlier 
in the day for a large portion of European 
tra�  c. This is not a sustainable situation. We do 
have tools in the toolbox to deal with airport 
congestion and Challenges of Growth is about 
helping everyone to do their bit to avoid this 
really severely congested network.”

Another major change from the previous 

CURRENT FINANCIAL 
CRISIS ADDS TO 
LONG-TERM RISK 
FOR NETWORK 
PERFORMANCE

EUROCONTROL’s latest 
long-term air tra�  c forecast 
throws up some challenges 
to today’s airports, airlines, 
air tra�  c management 
organisations and regulators 
if they are to avoid a serious 
future capacity crunch.

12 FOCUS
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consultation are either doing something about 
it or are waking up to the fact that they need to 
do something about it soon. The challenge is 
to make resilience to climate change a routine 
part of operational and business planning.” 

Fast-growing Asia
Another relatively new concern for European 
aviation stakeholders which is highlighted 
in the study are some of the long-term 
consequence of Europe having slower growth 
relative to other parts of the World. “The fastest 
growing aviation market is in Asia and there 
are better returns to be had there.” said David 
Marsh. “So the question is to what extent will 
Europe’s industry be able to survive as a major 
supplier without outsourcing technology to 
local � rms in Asia, so they can grow their own 
technological expertise? You can’t assume 
we will always be guaranteed a technological 
advantage.”

Challenges to Growth study, compiled � ve years 
ago, is the growing acceptance by aviation 
stakeholders – especially airports – that they 
will have to build resilience to climate change 
into their long-term plans. This might mean, 
for example, improving drainage to boost 
resilience to increasingly heavy storms or 
enhancing MET capabilities and operational 
procedures so as to better cope with an 
increase in disruptive weather events.

“The good news is that many of the solutions 
are relatively low-cost – training, preparation 
and procedures – and can be done as part of 
the normal building and refurbishment plans 
over the coming years,” said David Marsh. “But 
if they are left until the problems are really 
upon us then it could be very expensive. 
The science isn’t that new but since the last 
report we have found that instead of just one 
or two organisations addressing the issue 
most organisations that participated to the 

The latest Challenges of Growth 
(see http://www.eurocontrol.int/articles/
challenges-growth) report highlights � ve 
principal challenges for European aviation in 
2035 and beyond:

■ The continuing di�  culty of delivering  
 airport capacity. In the most likely scenario  
 of air transport growth, the gap between  
 demand and capacity is equivalent to nine  
 fully-used runways, but impossibly 
 spread around the 21 cities that lack   
 airport capacity.

■ The di�  culty of delivering the required  
 level of performance on a congested   

 network, when airport delay increases on  
 an average busy day by a factor of � ve or  
 six to become a frequent, major 
 contributor to overall delay.

■ Keeping the industry � nancially viable 
 in an era of slower growth, with the   
 potential for investor fatigue at the lack of  
 return on investment in some portions 
 of the industry, and more interesting   
 investment opportunities away from 
 Europe, where aviation will be growing  
 more quickly. 

■ Even with slower growth, emissions from  
 aviation are likely to increase. Therefore for  

 growth to be sustainable, more needs to 
 be done for example to develop   
 competitively-priced low-carbon fuels.

■ Building resilience to climate change.  
 Current evidence points to the climate  
 changing in the coming years in ways  
 which will threaten aviation infrastructure,  
 challenge day-to-day operations and   
 shift patterns of demand within 
 Europe. A growing number of   
 organisations are addressing such risks
 as a routine part of their business or   
 operational planning. However, more  
 needs to be done to build local and   
 network-wide climate change resilience. 

THE FIVE CHALLENGES OF GROWTH

“That level of 
day-to-day delay 

will just be unacceptable.”
David Marsh,

Head of Forecasting
and Tra�  c Analysis,

EUROCONTROL
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Improved safety as a result of a closer 
understanding between military and civil 

controllers, reduced costs, future-proo� ng 
and greater � exibility in handling complex 
tra�  c loads are just some of the major bene� ts 
which are � owing from a new civil-military 
joint ATM operational project in the heart of 
Europe.

The ‘shared ATC System’ (SAS) has involved 
the creation of a ‘virtual’ military ATC centre 
within MUAC, comprising a dedicated � ight 
data processing system (FDPS) of live MUAC 
tra�  c data and a human-machine interface 
(HMI), both systems customised for the military 
user. Radar, � ight plan and other operational 
data such as notices to airmen (NOTAM) is 
fed via a 200km dedicated line to the Nieuw 
Milligen Air Operations Control Station, which 

manages RNLAF ATM operations, allowing 
the virtual centre to be operated remotely 
by the RNLAF en-route, approach and lower 
controllers.

The RNLAF began looking in 2008 for a 
new ATM system to replace its ageing Plan 
Handling and Radar Operating System 
(PHAROS) and the Centralised Approach Air 
Tra�  c Control System (AUTOTRAC) to cover 
en-route operations, approach and control 
services at the RNLAF air bases. According 
to Colonel Henk Ras of the Nieuw Milligen 
Air Operations Control Station: “The Dutch 
Ministry of Defence needed to be cautious 
in its spending. So we decided that instead 
of developing the wheel again and spending 
money and time on new system development 
we would talk to our neighbours and see Q 

EUROCONTROL’s Maastricht 
Upper Area Control Centre 
(MUAC) and the Royal 
Netherlands Air Force (RNLAF) 
are pioneering a unique data-
sharing programme which 
could pave the way for a new 
era of cooperation between 
civil and military air tra�  c 
management (ATM) agencies 
across Europe.

CROSSING 
THE CIVIL- 
MILITARY 
DIVIDE
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“You can only establish 
fruitful collaboration 
where there is a basis 

of mutual trust, respect 
and understanding.”

Jac Jansen, 
Director MUACJe
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Q whether they had a system capable of 
dealing with the forecast tra�  c growth.”  They 
did. A key consideration of MUAC ‘s new � ight 
data processing system, introduced in 2008, 
was that it was a trajectory-based system and 
as future-proof as possible to cope with the 
most complex and busy airspaces areas in 
Europe as well as with advanced technical and 
operational developments.

“With the Single European Sky (SES) 
programme we needed a system capable of 
coping with all the SESAR (SES ATM research) 
related requirements,” said Colonel Henk Ras. 

Work on the SAS concept started as early 
as 2008 with a � nal cooperative agreement 
signed in March 2012. MUAC, as a non-pro� t 
making entity, is providing the system to 
the RNALF at cost and as MUAC facilities are 
upgraded and developed to SESAR standards 
the technical improvements will automatically 
� ow to the virtual military centre based in 
MUAC.

Both MUAC and the RNLAF have had to 
overcome number of technical and cultural 
challenges to make the programme a success.

 “In the past, close collaboration in the � eld 
of ATM between civil and military has not 
always been a natural thing,” said Jac Jansen, 

MUAC Director and formerly a Lieutenant 
General in the RNLAF. “You can only establish 
fruitful collaboration where there is a basis 
of mutual trust, respect and understanding. 
MUAC has deliberately not established a 
customer/supplier relationship with the air 
force; it has built a partnership.”

An important milestone
MUAC has been responsible for the delivery 
and installation of the hardware and software 
at Nieuw Milligen, including a fully-� edged 
fallback ATS local capability, the delivery of 
all necessary documentation and training, 
allowing RNLAF operational and technical sta�  
to operate and maintain the deliverables after 
only nine months. A � rst important milestone 
was achieved on 12 December 2012, with an 
initial operational capability (IOC) delivered to 
two of the three RNLAF radar approach control 
(RAPCON) clusters using SAS operationally, 
according to Patrick Bardet, SAS Project 
Manager at MUAC. “This initial set-up was 
extended on 4 March 2013 with the move of 
the third RAPCON to the SAS. Through these 
� rst two phases a great deal of equipment has 
been installed at Nieuw Milligen to support 
the remote centre operations, comprising 32 

controller working positions. This was a key 
challenge and collaborative e� ort between the 
MUAC and RNLAF technical teams to prepare, 
install and test this important infrastructure.

“Beyond the technical aspects of the 
exported controller HMI display at Nieuw 
Milligen Air Operations Control Station, the 
next key challenge is the next phase – Full 
Operational Capability (FOC) – scheduled 
for the autumn. The current RNLAF concept 
of operations is fairly di� erent from the 
Maastricht civil or even military Lippe sectors, 
where for instance seven RNLAF controllers 
can sometimes operate on the same airspace 
and where the approach sectors require 
more � exibility than the en-route sectors,” said 
Patrick Bardet. “This entails some signi� cant 
tailoring of the MUAC FDPS and HMI systems 
to accommodate the variety of the RNLAF 
en-route, approach and tower controller 
interactions. This also means a new concept 
of operations for RNLAF controllers which take 
the best of their current operational practices 
and the best of the possibilities o� ered by a 
full trajectory-based system.

 “RNLAF controllers have also to move away 
from paper strips to a full electronic � ight plan 
system which is in some way more rigid than 
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paper as you cannot change on the � y the 
display,” he said. “MUAC HMI gurus have a lot of 
experience with tracks and � ight plan display 
and are hopefully able to tweak the system so 
that it gives all information to the controller 
in a readable and e�  cient manner and to 
minimise the controller inputs. “

“The bene� t is that we are actually 
connected to the mainframe and all the 
software updates and all the developments 
that are made within MUAC are also fed 
directly into our system, so we don’t have to 
do all the updates ourselves,” said Colonel 
Henk Ras. “But we had to consider how 
we could be independent from MUAC if 
something went wrong; would we still be able 
to launch � ghters from the bases? So we have 
built-in a fall-back option in which we would 
always have a direct feed from the military 
radar.”

Developing new concepts
As well as keeping costs down in the initial 
procurement and eventual support phases 
the new system has given the RNLAF new 
possibilities to control sta�  ng costs. “It has 
given us room to develop new concepts,“ 
said Colonel Henk Ras. “We have been 
looking at di� erent ways of managing our 
controllers and this gives us an opportunity 
to work smarter and to make better use of 
our personnel.  As a unit we have had to cut 
back our sta�  numbers from 480 down to 398 
without impacting operations. So we have lost 

some controllers but we have concentrated 
mainly on maintenance personnel where this 
new solution has allowed us to lower sta�  
number there by 30.”

“Within the Netherlands we have a new 
vision of how we are going to manage our 
airspace in the future and because we have 
such a dense airspace we will have to work 
closer together, to integrate our services,” said 
Colonel Henk Ras.“ It is no longer possible to 
work next to each other and not talk to each 
other.”

“It is always good to collaborate with 
partners to contribute to quality in the 
network no matter where and what,” said Jac 
Jansen, “but what is interesting about this 
project is that we are talking about a very high 
level of dependency. There is an ambition 
here to build on this concept because we 
know that there are other partners who – for 
whatever reasons, including � nancial – are 
interested in going down this road. We are 
starting to discuss this within FABEC, and a 
European Commission study on this concept 
will be launched shortly.

“At the outset of any new concept there is 
always scepticism, especially given the degree 
of dependency, but once a model has proven 
its validity and its value others will follow. 
Things are not going particularly quickly or 
coherently in ATM and anything that adds to 
cost-e�  ciency must be of interest to other 
customers – especially if it adds to the quality 
of the entire network.”  
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“With the Single European 
Sky programme we needed 

a system capable of 
coping with all the SESAR 

related requirements.”
Colonel Henk Ras, 

Nieuw Milligen 
Air Operations 

Control Station

“RNLAF controllers have also 
to move away from paper 

strips to a full electronic 
� ight plan system.”

Patrick Bardet, SAS 
Project Manager, MUAC
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SESAR DEPLOYMENT 
SET TO START IN

The European Commission (EC) 
Implementing Regulation in April 2013 

signaled the start of the deployment process 
which will see implementation of a series 
projects in the years ahead. The projects are 
� rmly grounded in the most recent air tra�  c 
management (ATM) Master Plan, updated 
in October 2012, which details the essential 
operational changes needed to achieve SES 
performance objectives.

The EC Regulation essentially provides the 
governance under which the coordinated 
operational improvements – which include 
technical, institutional, human and procedural 
enablers – can take place. The EC mandated 
the SESAR Joint Undertaking (SJU) to forward 
a proposal for a Pilot Common Project (PCP) 
to outline the main steps and drivers for 
practical deployment of SESAR solutions. 
Once agreement is reached on the content 
of common projects, the EC plans to appoint 
a deployment manager in 2014, tasked with 
translating these projects into deployment 
activities in a timely manner. 

The EC is also putting in place incentive 

mechanisms to support a coordinated 
approach to implementation, and is looking 
at European Union (EU) funding support from 
Connecting European Facilities (a successor 
to TEN-T) to assist with execution. Addressing 
a EUROCONTROL seminar in April 2013, the 
European Commission’s Director Air Transport, 
Matthew Baldwin, said: “We are looking very 
hard at what elements of SESAR could be 
implemented at regional level, and at the level 
of Functional Airspace Blocks (FAB), and at the 
Central level.”

The PCP proposal, presented to the 
Commission in May 2013, combines coherent 
operational changes that aim to enhance 
the performance of European airspace in 
the short to medium term. The SJU liaised 
with a wide range of stakeholders in order to 
collect constructive recommendations, ensure 
credibility and minimise risks. Stakeholders 
included: the European Aviation Safety Agency 
(EASA), EUROCONTROL, civil airspace users, 
air navigation service providers (ANSPs), 
airports, sta�  associations, the military and 
manufacturing industry. The resulting Q

Europe’s Single Sky (SES) 
initiative entered its third 
and � nal phase in 2013 as 
the research work carried out 
under the technological pillar – 
known as the SES ATM Research 
(SESAR) programme – started 
to move from development to 
deployment. 
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in runway capacity and 2% reduction in fuel 
consumption. In Madrid, the integration of 
P-RNAV into conventional routes enabled 
the possibility of using two parallel runways 
independently, e� ectively doubling aircraft 
movements.

Optimising operations
The second identi� es a number of solutions 
to optimise airport operations and 
connect to the wider European network. 
These include measures such as Airport-
Collaborative Decision Making (A-CDM) 
which is already operational at six European 
airports, the Airport Operations Plan (AOP) 
which enables airports to interface with the 
Network Operations Plan (NOP), departure 
management and arrival management 
sequencing and automated surface 
movement guidance. The validation exercises 
conducted by Austro Control and Austrian 
Airlines at Vienna Airport during 2012 achieved 
a reduction in taxi-out time of two minutes per 
� ight as a result of A-CDM measures. 

The third focuses on free routing, at 
network level. While the concept is already 
quite mature in some individual ANSPs such 
as Sweden, Germany, Maastricht Upper Area 
Control Centre (MUAC) and Portugal, it needs 
to be applied on a regional basis to bring real 
bene� t. ANSPs need to upgrade their � ight 
data processing capability to be able to o� er 
airlines the opportunity to select free routings 
across multiple States.

The fourth ATM function concerns the 
Network Manager directly, and proposes 
a number of improvements to current 
capabilities in order to bring about more 
tactical � ow management. The proposals 
include more short-term air tra�  c � ow 

management measures, for example using 
the NOP developed by EUROCONTROL to 
share � ight information between the airlines, 
ANSPs and airports. In addition to better 
interoperability between systems, this function 
supports access to better planning information 
including using information derived from 
airline operations centres. “The idea is to use 
this information to enrich the planning that is 
being done by the Network Manager,” explains 
Guillermet.

The � fth domain, a key enabler for 
SESAR, is Initial System Wide Information 
Management (I-SWIM). This is a relatively 
mature area of development, with several 
services ready to go into operation supported 
by master classes and user groups. These 
include � ow management, meteorological 
information sharing, aeronautical information 
management (AIM) and ground-ground 
exchange of trajectory information. While 
current data exchange is still mainly point-to-
point, SWIM enables multiple users to access 
and enrich the information directly using 
SWIM technology. EUROCONTROL’s Andribet 
says the NOP is already SWIM-based. “SWIM is 
more than the web. It is business-to-business 
(B2B). You can have interaction between your 
own application and other applications. This 
is important for the airlines because they 
can use the data to adapt their operations.” 
For example, airlines can update their � ight 
planning operations to optimise individual 
� ights based on known capacity constraints or 
airport congestion.

Sharing information
A prototype application tested at the end of 
2012 demonstrated that existing NOP B2B 
services as well as variations can be realised 

Q proposal focuses on technological 
improvements that are mature enough to start 
deployment in the 2014-2020 timeframe. 

SJU Deputy Executive Director Operations 
and Programme, Florian Guillermet, told 
Skyway: “We have put together the technical 
content and the cost bene� t analyses which 
show there is an overall positive business case 
for these functionalities to be deployed.”  The 
majority build on existing capabilities available 
to ANSPs, the Network Manager, airports and 
airspace users. Some, however, represent 
the � rst steps of the future infrastructure 
and include concepts such as system wide 
information management (SWIM) and 
trajectory-based operations. “We have included 
applications which are still under research and 
development, but will be mature in the next 
couple of years. The scope of this activity is to 
start deployment between 2014 and 2020.”

This view is shared by EUROCONTROL’s 
SESAR & Research Directorate, which is 
responsible for a third of SESAR research 
activity. EUROCONTROL’s SESAR Contribution 
Manager Pierre Andribet con� rmed: “The 
� rst wave of common projects are based on 
the concepts that are felt to be mature. We 
already have some pioneer applications, for 
example involving the Network Manager, 
which are ready to deploy. Some still need 
research and validation so deployment will 
be incremental. There is an overlap between 
research and deployment.” He adds that some 
local applications are likely to deploy earlier 
where the bene� ts are clear to see. “The bigger 
challenge will be for those that need to be 
deployed in a synchronised fashion.” 

The SJU has identi� ed six high level ATM 
functionalities, which in turn represent 
about 10 to 15 SESAR solutions identi� ed 
and demonstrated during the de� nition and 
development phases of the programme. 
“The six functionalities are in line with the 
six features of the Master Plan, and they 
deliver a level of granularity that is needed for 
deployment,”  explains Guillermet.

They start with terminal airspace and � ight 
e�  ciency in the airport area. The � rst identi� es 
an extended arrival management process that 
begins up to 200 nm from the airport and 
introduces performance-based navigation 
procedures in the terminal area. It is based on 
concepts validated in SESAR Release 1 and 
Release 2 from 2011-2013. For example, the 
trial using precision area navigation (P-RNAV) 
and Point Merge procedures in London 
terminal area (TMA) resulted in 4% increase EU
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based on open standards and o� -the-shelf 
tools. The demonstration also showed how 
dynamic meteorological information can be 
combined into the � ight planning process, and 
geographical features can be integrated into 
any ATM application environment.

The sixth functionality relates to sharing 
trajectory information, and is a precursor 
to Initial 4D (I4D) operations. The exchange 
of the extended protected pro� le from the 
aircraft � ight management system (FMS) down 
to the ground is among the more mature 
components that will be widely available from 
2015 when the European data link mandate 
comes into e� ect. Data link applications are 
likely to be introduced from 2018 onwards, 
with many aspects – including new standards 
– still under development. “We have included 
these activities as the technology will be 
mature in the next two-three years and we 
already have indications that the bene� ts will 
be there,” adds Guillermet.  

Exchange of trajectory information is 
only the � rst step towards trajectory-based 
operations envisaged in the SES Master Plan. 
There are many tools still under development 
which will enable I4D and the � rst step of 
introducing time-based operations. Simulations 
and � ight trials are planned to continue under 
SESAR Release 3 and 4 and further research 
and development work is necessary to achieve 
performance-based operations – envisaged 
from 2030.

The ATM functions proposed in the PCP 
broadly align with the Aviation System Block 
Upgrades (ASBUs) de� ned by the International 
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) in 2012. 

There are links between the PCP and Block 0 
and Block 1, and there are standards identi� ed 
that are necessary for deployment. The � rst of 
these include data link communications and 
information exchange via SWIM. The emphasis 
is on global standards and interoperability to 
maintain an open, competitive market place.

The common projects are also accompanied 
by cost bene� t analyses that demonstrate 
an overall positive business case for their 
deployment. The more challenging projects 
remain those associated with network – rather 
than local – bene� t, but several are already 
attracting support. Among the most advanced, 
EUROCONTROL predicts an improvement in 
the distribution of aeronautical information 
management and meteorological data using 
SWIM technology; adoption of short term air 
tra�  c � ow management (STAM) measures 
which smooth out tra�  c bunching between 
di� erent centres; and time-based separation 
as among the most mature and likely to be 
deployed from 2015.

“Technically they are achievable,” says 
Andribet. “Politically and institutionally there 
needs to be a strong push. With the Centralised 
Services (CS) initiative, there is a new deal on 
the landscape. CS may be a facilitator for some 
functionalities as it may be easier to deploy 
centrally.”  The Commission is also looking at 
incentives and penalties for implementation, an 
area that will be addressed after the appointment 
of a deployment manager in 2014. “There are 
plenty of SESAR projects which I am con� dent 
will be deployed, despite the institutional 
challenges,” says Andribet. “There are 
conditions, but I think we will be successful.” 

“We are looking very hard at 
what elements of SESAR 

could be implemented 
at regional level.” 

Matthew Baldwin, 
Director Air Transport, 
European Commission

“There are plenty of SESAR 
projects which I am con� dent 

will be deployed, despite the 
institutional challenges.”

Pierre Andribet,
SESAR Contribution 

Manager, EUROCONTROL
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Maurizio Castelletti is con� dent the 
European Commission (EC) is on track 

to adopt the Pilot Common Project (PCP) in 
early 2014. The PCP has been developed by 
SESAR Joint Undertaking (SJU) and its partners 
to identify the main projects needed for 
SESAR deployment. It draws on research and 
validation work carried out over recent months 
and identi� es the main air tra�  c management 
(ATM) functionalities needed to achieve SES. 
Castelletti believes the de� nition process that 
began with the SJU will receive approval from 
the SES Committee towards the end of 2013. 
“In my view, there is already consensus on what 
to do. We have a clear view on the technical 
content. There is a still a need to clarify elements 
of the cost bene� t analyses to be sure that 
what we implement will bring bene� t, but we 
have a clear indication of the work.” Adoption 
of the PCP would pave the way for the various 
projects, known as ATM functionalities, to be 
deployed in the coming years.

Castelletti says that implementation of SES 
is a lengthy process. “We have to, little by little, 
continue this process. We cannot stop at the 
level of the old legislation. It is necessary to 
renew the commitment and ambition and only 
in this way will we create the right conditions 
for SES.”  The EC released its revised legislative 
proposal, known as SES2+, in June 2013. “We 
have to take experience into account and 
modify the tools in our hands. This includes the 
performance scheme, the Network Manager 
and SESAR deployment. We are adapting the 
tools to be sure we can deliver in a timely 
manner.”

SES2+ proposes a stronger performance 
scheme, reporting directly to the EC with 
new control and sanction mechanisms. It also 
expands the role of the Network Manager to 
include aspects of airspace design and calls 
for services relating to network operations to 
be performed at a central level. SES2+ calls 
for wider adoption of market mechanisms to 

increase e�  ciency in the provision of support 
services, and supports the EUROCONTROL 
initiative to establish centralised services for 
many core services including surveillance, 
communications, navigation, meteorology 
and aeronautical information. Finally it sets 
out to strengthen the independence of the 
National Supervisory Authorities and calls for full 
separation between the regulatory bodies and 
service providers by the Member States.

The EC has made signi� cant progress in 
establishing the governance surrounding SES 
deployment. The challenge remains, however, 
in coordinating the deployment process. “The 
complexity is in setting up the mechanism,” says 
Castelletti. “We have to be pragmatic and not 
be too ambitious in thinking we have to deploy 
too many new technologies. We have to be 
focused. It seems simple, but it is complex.”

The EC plans to appoint a Deployment 
Manager in 2014 responsible for the 
deployment programme. “The Deployment 
Manager has to be ready to de� ne a 
programme with the appropriate stakeholders 
and establish mechanisms of decision making.” 
The EC is in discussion with representatives 
from the ANSPs, airlines, airspace users and 
airports to de� ne the best format for this body. 
The Deployment Manager will have to de� ne a 
consultation process and establish cooperative 
arrangements with players such as the Network 
Manager, the SJU and labour organisations in 
order to progress to the industrialisation phase. 

“The challenge is to synchronise the di� erent 
technologies,” he explains. “We intend to give 
deployment responsibility to those investing. 
By linking deployment with their business 
decision, we should be able to create cycles 
where deployment activity is re� ected in 
their investment decision. It is not dictated 
by the Commission. The Commission is there 
to facilitate and ensure this is all done in a 
synchronised manner. This is the real challenge 
we have seen on the path so far.”  

Maurizio Castelletti, Head 
of the European Commission’s 
Single Sky Unit, talked to Skyway 
in July 2013 about next phase 
development of the Single 
European Sky (SES).

COMMISSION PREPARES FOR 
SESAR DEPLOYMENT
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EUROCONTROL’s list of 10 proposed 
Centralised Services begins with a focus 

on enhanced use of existing airport capacity 
through better use of airport slots. The Flight 
Plan and Airport Slot Consistency Service 
(FAS), also known as Centralised Service 
number 1(CS1), targets the wasteful use 
of airport slots, which are a very valuable 
and rare resource. This wastage of airport 
slots causes a domino e� ect on overall 
network performance, but currently there 
is no mechanism available to compare the 
� ight plans with the designated airport slots. 
EUROCONTROL would like to see stricter 
adherence to airport slots by verifying the 
� ight plan � led by aircraft operators and 
believes a centralised monitoring service is 
the most cost-e� ective way to achieve this.

In the latest report by the Performance 
Review Commission (PRC) published in May 
2013 and covering 2012, the independent 
review body identi� es airports as one of 
the main challenges to future air tra�  c 
growth and calls for increased focus on their 

integration with the ATM network. “The PRC 
report states that for a signi� cant number of 
airports, the peak declared capacity is higher 
than the peak service rate,” says Xavier Fron, 
Head of the Performance Review Unit (PRU).

It calls for more coordination to enable 
capacity-demand balancing to be improved in 
an e�  cient way at saturated airports. With 94 
airports already slot coordinated by 24 airport 
slot coordinators, there is plenty of scope for 
e�  ciency improvements.

Coordinated airports
The airspace users took note of the problems 
which are adversely a� ecting their business. 
The International Air Transport Association 
(IATA) has published a graph (overleaf ) 
showing that Europe has the greatest number 
of coordinated airports worldwide; and 
according to Joe Sultana, Director Network 
Manager, “airports are only coordinated if there 
is higher demand than capacity.” 

“If we look at the EUROCONTROL study 
Challenges for Growth which identi� es the lack 

For the European air tra�  c 
management (ATM) network 
to perform at its optimum level 
aircraft operators need to keep 
as close as possible to their 
airport slot times in order to 
make full use of the available 
capacities at airports. 

THE IMPORTANCE 
OF FULL CAPACITY 
EXPLOITATION OF 
AIRPORTS
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of airport capacity in Europe, we can see that 
this will become even more of a problem in 
the future.”

Paul Adamson, EUROCONTROL’s Head 
of Airports, within the Network Manager 
Directorate, told Skyway: “We are looking for 
a culture change, as we have seen in the past 
with Airport-Collaborative Decision Making 
(A-CDM). Everybody should understand that 
if we all play the game in terms of information 
sharing, and also in terms of being transparent 
and disciplined as regards airport slots, then 
the bene� t is there for everybody.” 

Currently the � ight plans � led by aircraft 
operators do not always correspond to 
allocated airport slots, leading to an over-
delivery or under-delivery in airport capacity. 
There are many reasons for this, such as delay 
on the outbound leg, disruptive weather, or 
a more direct routing, but the consequences 
are felt by the network as a whole. “Airport 
slots are not generally considered when � ight 
plans are � led,” explains Matthis Birenheide, 
EUROCONTROL’s Deputy Head of Airports 

are working with industry, through workshops 
and information sharing, to demonstrate the 
improvements this will bring in terms of � ight 
punctuality and airport capacity covering all 
coordinated airports in all EUROCONTROL 
Member States. “When there is over-delivery, 
air navigation service providers (ANSPs) will 
request � ow regulations to avoid safety risks 
and we, the Network Manager, have to apply 
those regulations. This creates delay that 
is distributed to all � ights in the area,” says 
Birenheide. A lot of unnecessary delays will 
be avoided and available capacity can be fully 
exploited rather than wasted. 

“We are looking at a tactical service on the 
day of operations. Often aircraft operators 
are not at all aware of the mismatch and the 
waste of capacity. The concept of operations 
is yet to be � nalised and the EUROCONTROL 
Member States have to agree and decide on 
the procedures. The European Union (EU) has 
been keen to address this issue for some time 
and is looking forward to the presentation of 
a solution. EUROCONTROL plus a few Member 
States and their ANSPs, in full consultation Q         

and CS1 Project Manager. “It is a planning 
parameter for airports, but has so far not really 
been taken into account in � ow management. 
This needs to change if we want to exploit our 
restricted resources to the utmost”. 

The idea behind FAS is to check the 
consistency of � ight plans against airport slots 
on a centralised basis. Adamson and his team 

IA
TA
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Q with the airspace users, began trialing 
such systems with encouraging results. Over 
the last few years, EUROCONTROL has been
developing ideas in close cooperation with 
EUACA (the European Airport Coordinators 
Association) under a Memorandum of 
Understanding. A similar collaboration is in 
place with the Airport Council International of 
Europe (ACI). 

Responding to delays experienced by 
charter � ights serving the Greek islands 
during the tourist season, the Network 
Manager brought in new trial procedures 
in mid-2012. Working in close cooperation 
with the Hellenic CAA, the Hellenic 
ANSP, the Greek airport slot coordinator, 
the International Air Carrier Association 
(IACA) and the International Air Transport 
Association (IATA), the Network Manager 
introduced strategic and pre-tactical planning 
as well tactical operations. At the strategic 
phase these included verifying the declared 
airport capacity with all partners to ensure 
proper airport slot allocation in accordance 
with these capacities. In the pre-tactical and 
tactical phase aircraft operators � led their 
� ight plans according to those airport slots 
which, in an ideal situation, should avoid 
any � ow regulations and thus delay. These 
activities were supported by dedicated local 
measures of the Hellenic ANSP. During the 
2012 summer season trial, arrival delays to 
19 islands airports fell by more than 60% 
compared to the same period in 2010 when 
Greece registered the same tra�  c levels. 

The operations were so successful that they 
continued in 2013. The airlines have learned 
that the better they adhere to the process, 
the better the predictability and the better 
the service. “You generate more con� dence in 
the system,” explains Adamson. “This may lead 
to more capacity being available. If you are 
con� dent about the predicted tra�  c � gures, 
you can reduce the bu� ers that controllers 
use for unforeseen � ights.”

The CS1 is a very promising service, helping 
the airports, airlines and ANSPs to reduce the 
impacts of the capacity at airports.

Trial procedures
Airports handling EURO 2012 football 
traffic in Poland and the Ukraine were also 
subject to trial procedures in June 2012 to 
minimise the risk of imposing regulations. 
Any flight plans filed without an airport 
slot were, at the request of the respective 
States, rejected by the Network Manager, 

forcing the aircraft operators to contact the 
slot coordinator in order to find a suitable 
slot. Despite more than 1,200 additional 
flights, delays were not excessive. Poland 
experienced 20% traffic increase over the 
tournament and some 60 flights without 
airport slots were manually suspended. 
The outcome, however, was a 40% drop 
over the previous year, and a change from 
several years’ under performance. The 
process was aided by seconding some 
controllers from the area control centres 
to EUROCONTROL, while experts from the 
Directorate Network Manager relocated 
back to the area centres, as well as to the 
slot coordination in Ukraine.

In a similar exercise, NATS UK established 
an Olympics cell to ensure the additional 
Olympic flights arrived and departed on 
time during July and August 2012. Despite 
almost 4% more traffic in the London area, 
delays were more than halved. A major 
contributory factor was close cooperation 
with the Network Manager.

Proof of concept
Trials continued during 2013, when Vienna 
Airport volunteered for the proof of concept 
demonstration which was launched by 
the European Commission (EC). The wide 
range of traffic, which includes business, 
general and commercial aircraft, revealed 
airspace operators filing a number of flight 
plans without any corresponding airport 
slots. Since the new measures were trialed, 
the number is reported to have fallen 
substantially and monitoring continues on 
request of the slot coordination office even 
though the demonstration is over. A full 
report is in preparation. 

As the bene� ts of these early trials become 
apparent, EUROCONTROL is con� dent 
support will grow for centralised service 
delivery. “It is win-win for all parties,” says 
Birenheide. “Tra�  c is more predictable not 
only at airports, but also in the airspace.”

EUROCONTROL has applied to the EC for 
TEN-T funding to develop the necessary 
procedures and infrastructure that would 
support a FAS. The Agency is preparing a call 
for interest from industry that would enable 
a consortium to be selected. This team is 
expected to provide a demonstrator of the 
service by mid-2016, paving the way for a 
separate selection process and additional 
funding to support the operational phase 
from 2016 onwards. 

“If you are con� dent about 
the predicted tra�  c � gures, 
you can reduce the bu� ers 

that controllers use for 
unforeseen � ights.”

Paul Adamson,
Head of Airports,

EUROCONTROL

“Airport slots are not 
generally considered 

when � ight plans are � led.”
Matthis Birenheide,

Deputy Head of Airports,
EUROCONTROL
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network in the planning phase. “The planning 
phase for us is about 20 minutes prior to the 
aircraft entering the respective sector at the 
ACC”, says Nicky Cooper, Head of Operations at 
the Network Manager Directorate.

Centralised Service number two (CS2) aims 
to � ll this gap by providing a 4D trajectory 
calculation service for planning purposes 
(4DPP), complete enough to be used by the 
Network Manager and accurate enough to be 
used by ANSPs to show them the tra�  c picture 
to come.

Accurate predictability of 
aircraft trajectories will increase 
safety margins and improve the 
capacity and e�  ciency of the 
overall network. 

TRAJECTORY 
PLANNING

The latest generation of � ight data 
processing systems (FDPS) gives individual 

air navigation service providers (ANSPs) a very 
reliable, accurate and up-to-date picture of 
planned and actual aircraft trajectories in the 
airspace over which they have responsibility. We 
will see more and more of these 4D trajectory 
systems for control purposes being developed 
and coming into operation following the SESAR 
results, but there is no similar system which can 
deliver the same degree of accuracy for the 
entire European Air Tra�  c Management (ATM) 

RESEARCHING THE BEST WAY TO SPREAD THE USE OF 4D
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“CS2 will support both online and o� -line 
planning activities. Online activities take place 
during short-term and tactical planning. CS2 
will compute the end-to-end trajectory until 
the execution of the � ight is � nished. Each 
local trajectory prediction system takes over 
when needed in its own area of responsibility 
and it provides tactical deviations to CS2 for 
further downstream planning. O� -line activities 
encompass simulations for long-term planning,” 
explained Bernard Rausch, CS2 Project Manager. 

Bringing an end-to-end view of all trajectories 
in all EUROCONTROL Member States to all 
actors, facilitating the coordination between air 
tra�  c control centres will be a highly complex 
programme. Therefore, the � rst phase of CS2 
consists of setting up a feasibility study to 
research whether modern FDPS systems in 
place at some ANSPs can be used as a basis 
for the 4D Trajectory Calculation for Planning 
Purposes Service for the entire European ATM 
network.

“For this Centralised Service, we are not 
planning to launch the development of the 
system and service straight away but instead 
launch a feasibility study,” according to 
Idalina Mendes Videira, a Software Architect 
within EUROCONTROL’s Network Manager 
Directorate. Within the Single European Sky 
ATM Research (SESAR) framework, trajectory-
based operations have been developed for 
control purposes,” said Idalina Mendes Videira. 
“Whether, however, every centre needs to have 
all planning data in their system is another 
question. So the idea is to see what economies 
can be made and whether we could establish 
detailed trajectory planning centrally without 
the need for local implementation,” she added.

An initial cost-bene� t analysis suggests 
that the contribution of CS2 (4DPP) is 
estimated at €8.2 million savings in yearly 
operating costs and €54 million savings in 
investment costs. Reducing potential costs to 
air navigation service providers (ANSPs) will 
be just one potential bene� t of the service. 
“It is designed to provide a central reference 
for the 4D trajectory calculation for all ATM 
planning activities with increased accuracy, 
allowing reduction of bu� ers around airspace 
occupancy and reducing under/over-delivery, 
which is a problem for e�  ciency or for safety,” 
said Frank Brenner, EUROCONTROL’s Director 
General at a CS2 workshop in June 2013. 
“At the moment, bu� ers are built in to avoid 
over-delivery, but they reduce the capacity of 

the network. We’d like to reduce these bu� ers 
and raise the safety value – because more 
predictable � ows mean fewer incidents. What 
this Centralised Service is not, of course, is for 
control purposes – we simply want to improve 
the quality of data and improve accuracy of 
planning.”

According to Joe Sultana, EUROCONTROL’s 
Director Network Manager, speaking at 
the CS2 workshop, the � rst phase of CS2 
will compare the capabilities of modern 
FDPS with NM systems in predicting the 4D 
trajectory, with the aim of improving the 4D 
trajectory calculation of NM operations. For 
that, the datasets used will need to be aligned, 
including airport data (such as airport taxi-
time, runway activation, standard instrument 
departures and arrivals); aeronautical data 
(volumes, routes, points, restrictions and 
so on); � ight data (� ight plans, position/
status updates); meteorological data, aircraft 
performance data, � ow management  and 
other related data. 

Taking the Centralised Services route, the 
feasibility study, if the results are positive, 
should be followed by a development and 
a deployment phase of the service that will 
produce a single common reference trajectory 
for planning purposes in Europe, which will 
shorten the time for bringing into operations 
the SESAR concepts.

“The scope is clearly for planning purposes 
and will initially only apply to NM and to 
ANSPs,” said Idalina Mendes Videira. “In the 
NM Directorate, we currently undertake a full 
trajectory calculation for � ow management 
purposes, but we don’t need the level of 
accuracy required at ATC centres. For example, 
we receive radar data at the rate of once a 
minute but ATC centres need updates much 
more regularly than this – typically once 
every � ve seconds. So the idea is to modify 
one or two FDPS used for ATC operations 
and see if they are able to compute end-
to-end trajectories for the entire NM area 
of responsibility. “The way to make use of 
the Airspace User’s capability to calculate 
accurate trajectories might also be explored 
in this phase.” complements Bernard Rausch.”. 
This also shows the link to CS3 and the data 
coming out of CS5.”

At the end of the feasibility study, the 
research team will deliver their conclusions 
and a recommendation for the way forward. 
The deadline for the study is mid-2016. 

”For this Centralised Service, we 
intend to � rst launch 

a feasibility study.”
Idalina Mendes Videira,

Software Architect,
Network Manager 

Directorate,
EUROCONTROL

”Centralised Service #2 
will support both 

online and o� -line 
planning activities.”

Bernard Rausch,
CS2 Project Manager,

EUROCONTROL
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Among the most ambitious of the up-
to-10 Centralised Services (CS) proposed 

by EUROCONTROL at the start of 2013 is the 
CS3, the European Tracker Service (EKTR). 
This is a centralised Europe-wide surveillance 
data processing system designed to improve 
network performance in terms of safety, 
capacity and cost e�  ciency. Each air navigation 
service provider (ANSP) is currently responsible 
for providing surveillance information to its 
local centres and operates its own surveillance 
data processing system. Consequently there are 
about 70 separate tracker systems in Europe.

The European Tracker Service proposes that a 
third party would be responsible for providing 
a high-quality air situation picture to any user 
of processed information, including civil and 
military users. Customers would no longer need 
to manage surveillance information locally 
but could rely on new technology to fuse all 
surveillance data and to deliver this data to 
the di� erent stakeholders. This would be a 
considerable advance on the system in use 
today. 

EUROCONTROL’s Head of Surveillance 
Services and CS3 Project Manager, Jean-Marc 
Du� ot says the concept calls for a major shift 
in thinking. “It is a big change. You will have 
one air situation picture for the whole of 
Europe. Today you have many di� erent pieces 
of the puzzle and you don’t know precisely 
where and whether they actually � t together. 
Today’s system is made up of multiple systems 
and technologies from all the di� erent 
centres across Europe. There are areas where 
surveillance data is not exchanged between 
EUROCONTROL neighbouring States, creating 
blind spots in the air situation picture. This 
leads to reduced safety, less capacity and even 
investment being made on both sides of the 
national border, rather than the States sharing 
the radar site investment and operating costs.”

“We still see higher separation minima 
required for handing over aircraft between 
Member States’ ANSPs than if tra�  c were 
managed from a single Centre, which is an 
arti� cial reduction in capacity,” says Director 
Network Manager, Joe Sultana. “There is clearly 

Civil and military European 
air tra�  c management (ATM) 
network stakeholders need a 
high quality air situation picture.

NEW FOCUS ON 
EUROPE-WIDE 
SURVEILLANCE 
CONSISTENCY
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room for improvement.”
Alberto Varano, Principal Director Resources 

says there are a number of bene� ts from 
integrating surveillance data into one service, 
apart from improving safety. The � rst is the 
reduction of the cost base. “One of the main 
objectives of any centralised service is to 
rationalise infrastructure. There are economies 
of scale that can be achieved by reducing the 
amount of equipment in each centre, such as 
pursuing common procurement programmes 
for upgrades and centralising the maintenance 
of the system components. Du� ot also 
predicts commercial opportunities as a result 
of the service: “It is possible to deliver tra�  c 
information to airlines - or to any system wide 
information management (SWIM) application 
exploiting real-time tra�  c. Other interested 
parties might include neighbouring States 
outside EUROCONTROL’s membership.”

Another bene� t will be the e�  ciency of 
the network. All the ATM functions making 
use of track information, such as the 4D 
trajectory management, will bene� t from high 

performance data throughout the area. Having 
high-performance surveillance consistently over 
the whole of Europe will enable the application 
of optimum separation minima between aircraft 
everywhere. Once this becomes available, both 
for en-route and approach operations, this will 
release more capacity and improve the � uidity 
of tra�  c � ows over Europe. Air tra�  c displays 
within di� erent centres are not perfectly 
aligned as di� erent technologies are deployed 
in adjacent facilities, which means di� erent 
separation minima need to be applied. This has 
an impact on overall network capacity.

“The European Tracker Service should 
encompass all EUROCONTROL Member 
States and thus integrate the assembly of 
more than 500 sensors, including radar, 
automatic dependent broadcast (ADS-B) 
and multilateration systems to allow a better 
sharing of sensor data between Member 
States,” says Frank Brenner, Director General of 
EUROCONTROL. “This is real high technology 
which does not exist anywhere in the world at 
present.” 

Some sharing of surveillance technology 
is available in Europe today. The Agency 
developed the ATM surveillance Tracker And 
Server (ARTAS) on behalf of Member States in 
the 1990s, to create a harmonised surveillance 
data processing system that has become part 
of the surveillance infrastructure of numerous 
European operational centres. It is a distributed 
system composed of a number of identical 
subsystems cooperating to create a seamless 
surveillance layer. “ARTAS is an essential piece 
of the puzzle,” explains Du� ot. “It is the � rst step 
towards complete integration as planned 
under CS3.

The surveillance layer
The European Tracker Service will create a 
Europe-wide air situation picture, merging 
tra�  c data provided by the various 
surveillance sources. Two identical processing 
sites at distinct locations will process the 
complete surveillance layer and distribute the 
data on the basis of sensor information sharing 
agreements. At the customer sites, the Q
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Q tracks will then be supplemented with 
� ight data and other information such as 
safety net alerts, then distributed as needed 
to other functional blocks for use in controller 
tools and displays. It can also be shared with 
other users such as airports, air defence and 
� ow management units. Each customer site 
will deploy a ’service wrapper’ to connect 
to the European service and a track quality 
monitoring function in exchange for the 
European Tracker Service taking over the data 
management role.

In addition to the dual-centre con� guration, 
the European Tracker will feature the relatively 
new concept of dissimilar redundancy to 
limit the risks of single point failure. By having 
two di� erent types of technology running in 
parallel, the independent trackers will mirror 
each other to provide a solution capable of 
replacing the other.

“Some people are afraid to make such data 
available,” said Herman Baret, Centralised 
Services Programme Manager. “One argument 
is the sensitivity of military targets. That, 
however, is not a problem as modern 
technology allows any kind of � ltering. Up to 
80% of the data coming from ADS-B services 
are already available and published in real-time 
on the internet.”

EUROCONTROL plans to launch a call 
for interest towards the end of 2013 for a 
European Tracker Service demonstrator 
project. The consortium selected will be 
required to develop a feasibility study and a 
safety case before going on to demonstrate 
the concept. A pre-operational system is 
planned towards mid-2016, linking in with 
other Centralised Services such as the ground-
ground communications infrastructure known 
as PENS (Pan-European Network Service) to 
transport the surveillance data. 

At a later stage, the system will also link 
with the CS2, the 4D Trajectory Flight Pro� le 
Calculation for Planning Purposes service 
(4DPP), a Centralised Service for calculating 
and communicating 4D trajectory pro� les with 
increased accuracy with the aim of improving 
predictability in the planning phase. Further 
links are anticipated with CS5, the European 
Aeronautical Information Management System 
(EAIMS).

 The demonstrator project will feature 
a pre-operational tracker service using an 
upgraded ARTAS system and alternative 
tracker technology with a dissimilar software 
in a real-size application. The ’service wrapper’ 
installed at customer sites will be based 
on the EUROCONTROL Surveillance Data 
Distribution System (SDDS) and the assessment 
of performance of the system will be carried 
out using the EUROCONTROL Surveillance 
Analysis and Support System (SASS-C). In 
2016, EUROCONTROL hopes to make progress 
towards the selection of an operational system.

Still to be further de� ned is the operational 
concept. There are also outstanding issues 
applying to all the Centralised Services which 
will be addressed in the pre-operational phase. 
These include deciding how the quality of 
service is monitored, how the governance is 
managed and what fallback is provided. These 
questions are especially important for the 
European Tracker Service, which is a foundation 
layer for all air tra�  c control activity. “Some 
ANSPs claim that the tracker service is too close 
to their core competence,” says Du� ot. “This is 
right in one way as without track data no ATC 
services can be conducted. But CS3 is, and 
remains, a support service to the core business. 
The level and performance of all these systems 
has to be de� ned, taking account of the fact 
that they will be Centralised Services”. 

“ARTAS is an essential 
piece of the puzzle. It is 

the � rst step towards 
complete integration 

as planned under CS3.”
Jean-Marc Du� ot,

Head of Surveillance 
Services, EUROCONTROL
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The European ATM Information 
Management Service (EAIMS) 
is one of the largest and 
strategically most complex of all 
Centralised Services planned by 
EUROCONTROL.

Accurate, timely and consistent aeronautical 
data is in many ways the backbone of 

any air tra�  c management (ATM) system. 
As EUROCONTROL and its partners plan the 
implementation of a new generation of more 
automated, network-centric, pan-European 
operations, there is an increasing focus on 
ensuring safety-critical data is delivered more 
accurately, faster and in more consistent 
formats than ever before. 

The launch of the European Aeronautical 
Information System Database (EAD) project 
in 2003 (see Skyway, Spring 2012) was the 
� rst Centralised Service (CS) managed by 
EUROCONTROL which involved external 
partners developing and delivering the core 
service. It has been a major and tangible 
success.

“We at EUROCONTROL think EAD is an 
excellent example of a truly European 
programme in which industry, European 
air navigation service providers (ANSPs), 
businesses and ATM manufacturing industry 
worked as one, creating a joint-venture 
company to deliver the services in an e�  cient 
way and with high quality,” said Frank Brenner, 
EUROCONTROL’s Director General at an EAIMS 
(European ATM Information Management 
Service) workshop in June 2013. “EAD was the 
precursor to a method of organising projects 
and services centrally and also across national 
borders, an approach that EUROCONTROL is 
now enthusiastically taking further to support 
an e�  cient, frugal and capable ATM network.”

“One of the big steps forward taken with 
EAD was the decision by EUROCONTROL Q

A NEW LEVEL OF 
AERONAUTICAL DATA 
INTEGRITY REQUIRED
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components, the integration of static and 
dynamic data, the availability of the data in 
new formats and further validation work to 
ensure the published data is consistent with 
datasets made available at a national level. 

But even with these upgrades, the EAD 
will not by itself be able to provide the data 
repository capabilities required for future 
trajectory-based operations (TBO) and other 
data-intensive procedures. The EAD is an 
increasingly capable � ight brie� ng service 
but not the single-source for all system wide 

information management (SWIM) operations 
throughout Europe.

 “EAD is not a central database for all digital 
data,” said Paul Bosman, SWIM/Enterprise 
Architecture Unit Manager and AIM Focal 
Point at EUROCONTROL. “We don’t yet have 
harmonised European rules for data required 
for operational use. For TBO, Europe will 
also need, for example, consistent aircraft 
performance data and meteorological 
information for harmonised 4D trajectory 
operations and these are currently de� ned 
di� erently by di� erent operators in Europe.” 

 EAIM will build on the EAD, enlarge it 
further and thereby provide an integrated 
solution for preparing and maintaining ATM 
information e� ectively, delivering it with the 
required characteristics for speci� c daily ATM 
operations.

“EAD has consolidated information from a 
publication point of view but before we can 
use it in operations we need to complement 
the data available,” said Bernard Rausch, 
Strategy O�  cer in Network Development 
at EUROCONTROL. “Data is not yet fully 
harmonised. We also need to add new datasets 
– such as the reservation of airspace by military 
operators from CS#4, air tra�  c control (ATC) 
planning, sector con� gurations, capacity levels 
and so on – to complement the published 
information to determine the daily context in 
which � ight operations take place. Local ATC 
centres do their best to maintain their own 
set of sector data but we are struggling to get 
consistent data in a format from which we can 
properly manage the network; and there is a 
great deal of duplication of work.”

EAIMS will integrate the EAD and the Central 
Airspace and Capacity Database (CACD), but 
without inconsistencies and duplication. 
CACD is using similar data to that found in 
the EAD, with a speci� c focus on Network 
Manager operations. “We need to bring these 
two worlds together and integrate their 
operational processes,” said Bernard Rausch. 
“If you want a Single European Sky you will 
need a single European dataset and data 
service, to follow strictly the harmonised 
operational needs to be distributed” added 
Peter Matern, Head of the Airspace and AIS 
Data Management Unit and CS#5 (EAIMS) 
Project Manager.

Hence the need for EAIMS. EAIMS is 
probably the largest and strategically most 
complex of all Centralised Services planned 
by EUROCONTROL. GroupEAD Europe 
SL – comprising Aeropuertos Españoles 

Q  to contract a service provider company to 
do the work, receiving payments on the basis 
of measured performance. This was the � rst 
performance-based contract for ATM services 
in Europe,” says Alberto Varano, Principal 
Director of Resources at EUROCONTROL. “We 
want to make use of the experiences gained 
with EAD contacts for all Centralised Services.”

The EAD has been constantly enlarged. Its 
current evolutionary path as a pan-European 
aeronautical informational management 
(AIM) system encompasses, among other 
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y Navegación Aérea (Aena), Deutsche 
Flugsicherung GmbH (DFS) and Frequentis 
AG, provides the EAD operation service with 
a workforce of about 50 personnel. Around 
30 sta�  work on the EUROCONTROL CACD 
system and 12 sta�  manage the EAD service. 
While creating a single source for publication 
and operational datasets, the new system 
developers will have to overhaul the data 
input and validation processes to ensure 
consistency with national systems and reduce 
the duplication involved throughout the 
process. 

EAIMS will provide an integrated solution 
for preparing and maintaining ATM 
information e� ectively and deliver it with the 
required characteristics for speci� c daily ATM 
operations. It will support a seamless process 
from publication preparation to usage in daily 
operations and provide electronic access 
(system-to-system) to the resulting data, 
obviating the need for extensive manual 
inputs. It will also enhance pilot brie� ng 
with weather data, digital notices to airmen 
(NOTAMs), graphical displays and ensure 
compliance with the regulatory requirements. 

It will be built around a modular and open 
standard architecture to avoid monopolistic 
situations, allow for � exible evolution and 
facilitation of global interoperability and 
access by users from other regions. The EAD, 
for example, is used by States as far a� eld as 
Canada, New Zealand, Jordan, the Philippines 
and South Africa. Singapore and Kyrgyzstan 
have signed data-provider agreements 
and are expected to connect to EAD in the 
coming months. Mexico has also expressed 
serious interest in joining. 

According to the current planning, the 
objective is to have the initial operating 
system in place by 2017. In the meantime, 
work has begun to fully understand how 
users – and especially aircraft operators – 
exploit the data so in the future new data sets 
can be created to more closely match their 
operational needs.  

A EUROCONTROL cost-bene� t analysis 
validated by the company Roland Berger 
Strategy Consultants SA indicates that the 
deployment of the EAIMS will provide overall 
cost savings of approximately €523 million 
until 2030. 

“EAD is not a 
central database 

for all digital data.”
Paul Bosman

SWIM/Enterprise 
Architecture Unit Manager 

and AIM Focal Point, 
EUROCONTROL

“If you want a Single 
European Sky you will 

need a single European 
dataset and data service.” 

Peter Matern,
CS5 Project Manager,

EUROCONTROL
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EUROCONTROL intends to launch a call for 
tender for the development and operation 

of a central database to provide civil-military 
collaborative airspace management 
decision-making processes. Called the 
Advanced Flexible Use of Airspace Support 
Service (AFUAS) it is also known as Centralised 
Service number four (CS4).  

“The Flexible Use of Airspace (FUA) 
concept has been successfully developed by 
EUROCONTROL and has been in existence 
for many years,” explained EUROCONTROL’s 
Director General, Frank Brenner, speaking at 
an AFUAS workshop in June 2013. “The FUA 
concept has allowed us to move away from 
static airspace, which is used exclusively by 
military or civil users, and to adapt airspace 
design to the individual needs of the di� erent 
user groups.” 

In the context of the Centralised Services, 
EUROCONTROL has invited stakeholders 
to contribute to the development of an 
Advanced FUA Operational Concept that will 
serve as the basis for a � exible application of 
the concept within the pan-European airspace 
of EUROCONTROL’s Member States. 

“International cross-border military exercises 
today require a great deal of planning and 

only manual tools are available,” said Michael 
Steinfurth, Head of EUROCONTROL’s Civil-
Military ATM Coordination Division (DSS/CM). 
“The advantage here is that if you wake up in 
the morning and the training exercise you had 
planned with your squadron can no longer 
take place because the weather is against 
you, you can use this Centralised Service to 
perhaps � nd an ad hoc solution by making 
use of airspace available in a neighbouring 
State.” The military is not interested to book 
and block airspace just for the sake of it; 
the military is ready to measure and make 
transparent what is needed. Of course, 
the military is also interested in having the 
military mission e� ectiveness measured as an 
indicator. 

This is not the only bene� t of AFUAS. 
Larger, more � exibly organised airspace 
areas should become available for military 
aircraft operators, which will re� ect closely 
the type of training required. They will also 
be able to manage � ights by military aircraft 
transiting European States more quickly and 
e�  ciently. Civil aircraft operators will be able 
to � y shorter routes with optimised 4D � ight 
pro� les and make use of areas which can 
become available through better planning 

This Centralised Service is aimed 
at establishing a more e�  cient 
utilisation of airspace by both 
civil and military users and 
giving military aircraft operators 
� exible access to larger tracts 
of European airspace and civil 
operators shorter routes.

AFUAS WILL 
OPTIMISE 
CIVIL-MILITARY 
COOPERATION
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of the trajectory. Scheduled airlines should 
be able to reduce their � ight times, which 
will impact the crews’ duty times as well as 
fuel consumption. Airspace management 
data visibility and performance feedback will 
also be improved. “AFUAS is not an isolated 
Centralised Service,” says Luc Tytgat, Director 
Single Sky. “The AFUAS data will be connected 
and integrated into CS5 (European ATM 
Information Management Service) which will 
be the basis for CS2 (the 4D Trajectory Flight 
Pro� le Calculation for Planning Purposes 
Service). The live aircraft targets resulting 
from CS3 (European Tracker Service) will 
help to update the tra�  c picture and the 4D 
calculation.”

Much of the required technology is already 
in place or planned for imminent arrival and 
the costs involved in developing AFUAS are 
likely to remain modest. An initial cost-bene� t 
analysis of deploying AFUAS suggests an 
early reduction of €38 million in fuel burn and 
carbon dioxide (CO2) tax savings compared to 
deployment on a ‘fragmented’ basis. 

Herman Baret, the Centralised Services 
Programme Manager, says, “we want to 
make better use of available airspace and to 
enable the military to use larger airspaces for 

missions, as needed, and on an absolute time-
limited basis. With these planning ideas, we 
want civil tra�  c to � y shorter routes,” adding, 
“there is a very close link between CS4 and 
CS2, the Centralised Service that calculates the 
4D trajectories all over Europe for planning 
purposes. 

New opportunities
“The idea of this particular Centralised Service 
is to take the opportunity that civil aircraft 
operators have today to see what might be 
available in national airspace management 
environments into a more transnational – and 
I refrain from using the word ‘management’ 
because the Network Manager cannot 
manage the military use of airspace – process 
where they can initiate collaborative decision-
making,” says Olivier Mrowicki, CS4 Project 
Manager. “Let’s assume you are � ying from 
London to Istanbul,” he said. “There may be 
two or three occasions en-route when, if the 
closing time of a military training area could 
be shifted by 5 or 10 minutes, you would not 
have to circumnavigate that area.”

The main idea is to develop a centralised 
database which details the status of military/
civil airspace within the EUROCONTROL Q       

“The Network Manager 
cannot manage the 

military use of airspace...”
Olivier Mrowicki,

CS4 Project Manager,
EUROCONTROL
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Q Member States airspace and tracks 
opening and closing times of training areas 
and other sectors thus allowing civil and 
military aircraft operators and the Network 
Manager to collaborate on optimising the 
available airspace capacity. The data will 
be made available from National Airspace 
Management systems via their appropriate 
interoperable interface; or if the Member 
States decide, from a Local or sub-Regional 
Airspace Management (LARA) support 
system – a system which EUROCONTROL 
and partners have developed to support 
collaborative airspace management at State 
and functional airspace block (FAB) levels. 
Whichever system is used, the data will be 
exchanged constantly in a yet-to-be-de� ned 
standardised data set.

But moving from a national to a pan-
European programme will be a major 
undertaking. It will require a new level of 
political support for extensive cross-border 
military operations and new protocols or 
procedures to implement a continuous 
collaborative airspace planning process 
which addresses all diplomatic, contingency 
and con� dentiality issues. Although these 
are complex issues, the bene� ts to the 
military are extensive – one important plus 
is the potential delivery of larger tracts of 
transnational airspace to meet the military’s 
growing demand for more capable ‘beyond-
visual-range’ weapons and targeting systems, 
as well as more advanced remotely piloted 
aircraft systems (RPAS) operations.

“The military will get a system which can 
manage the use of training areas and airspace 
throughout Europe,” said Bo Redeborn, 
Principal Director ATM in EUROCONTROL. 
“What we ask in return is to connect all 

the national planning systems into a pan-
European network, enabling stakeholders 
to have this information online to allow for a 
collaborative decision-making process. There 
will be other important elements, too. With 
AFUAS data, we will provide a measurement 
of � ight e�  ciency as well as military mission 
e� ectiveness, as everything we do today has to 
be performance-oriented.”

By integrating performance-measurement 
tools, such as Pan-European Repository 
of Information Supporting Civil-Military 
Performance Measurement (PRISMIL) – 
introduced by EUROCONTROL in 2009 to 
allow data on airspace procedures relevant 
for civil-military performance to be collected, 
integrated and stored – AFUAS will also 
allow airspace managers to measure the 
e� ectiveness of FUA operations. 

“With a roll-out and usage combining 
decentralised airspace management 
cell (AMC) processes linked to a central 
ASM database, this will allow us to foster 
innovative technologies in cooperation with 
the military community,” said Frank Brenner 
at the CS4 workshop. “This service is not, 
I must emphasise, about transferring any 
decision-making powers from the national 
level to a multinational, central level; but 
rather, committing to making available the 
necessary data and applying the future AFUA 
concepts.”

The Agency is preparing a call for interest 
from the ATM manufacturing industry and 
ANSPs that would enable a consortium to be 
selected for the development and operation 
of the AFUAS database. EUROCONTROL 
is expecting to be able to provide a 
demonstrator of such a pan-European service 
by mid-2016. 

“We want to make 
better use of the 

available airspace...”
Herman Baret,

Centralised Services 
Programme Manager,

EUROCONTROL

“International cross-border 
military exercises today require 

a great deal of planning 
and only manual 

tools are available.”
Michael Steinfurth,

Head of Civil-Military ATM 
Coordination Division,

EUROCONTROL
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Egis has developed a portfolio of 

consulting and engineering services 

to meet the challenges facing ATM 

stakeholders. Together with Helios, 

an award-winning management and 
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provide independent advice and 

solutions. These span the whole 
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operations.
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EUROCONTROL estimates the adoption 
of some nine Centralised Services (CS) 

will save as much as €150-200 million in 
costs per year. Asked by the European 
Commission (EC) to develop the concept 
in late 2012, EUROCONTROL began a cost-
bene� t assessment (CBA) in parallel to the 
main development work. Andreas Tautz, 
EUROCONTROL’s Head of Performance and 
Methods, says this approach is in line with the 
overall aim of creating a cost-e� ective European 
network operation. “Centralised Services focus 
on making air tra�  c management (ATM) more 
cost-e�  cient thus reducing cost. In order 
to understand whether we are on the right 
track, we have, from a very early stage, tried to 
estimate what the cost and bene� t of each CS 
could be. This process has several stages.”

The initial � ndings were presented during 
June and July 2013, at workshops which 

were held to encourage the widest possible 
involvement in the CS concept development. 
Paula Leal de Matos, EUROCONTROL’s Business 
Case Leader and her team had been working 
in the previous months in order to identify 
potential savings from CS. “We have analysed 
the yearly costs for each CS and we estimate 
that the CS will deliver annual operating cost 
savings of more than €150 million, Leal de 
Matos said. “It is evident that the amount di� ers 
for each service, but all CS will deliver signi� cant 
� nancial bene� ts.

“In the � rst step, we identi� ed two scenarios 
for each CS,” explained Tautz. “We compared 
a full CS deployment with what we call 
the ’fragmented situation‘. The best case 
for fragmented implementation includes 
deployment by air navigation service providers 
(ANSPs) or deployment at Functional Airspace 
Block (FAB) level. This is not a do-nothing 

The outcome of an initial 
cost-bene� t analysis has shown 
each Centralised Service will 
realise operational improvements 
over the current model – but this 
is just the � rst step in quantifying 
savings and bene� ts.

DETERMINING THE 
BENEFIT AND COST OF
CENTRALISED SERVICES
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scenario, but is the most likely situation if the 
ANSPs have to continue to develop their own 
systems and implement them in each centre.” 
In order to achieve a robust CBA at this early 
stage, uncertainties are addressed through 
conservative assumptions, with ‘high’ costs 
/ ‘low’ bene� ts for the Centralised Service 
scenario and ‘low’ costs / ‘high’ bene� ts for the 
fragmented scenario. 

The outcome of the initial cost-bene� t 
analyses reveal positive cost-bene� t results for 
CS overall. EUROCONTROL has also contracted 
an independent company to validate the  cost-
bene� t analysis and review the most recent 
conclusions. “We want to make sure that our 
assumptions are realistic and thus credible,” 
added Tautz. 

“We can say that we have analysed the yearly 
cost depending on the timeline of operation.”. 
The CBAs take account of investment, operating 
and maintenance costs;, and where applicable, 
operational bene� ts, such as fuel burn and 
quality of service as well as the cost and bene� t 
impact of the time on operations.

Looking at CS5, the European ATM 
Information Management Service (EAIMS), costs 
would be halved through the use of centralised 
preparation and delivery of information, 
including aeronautical information (AIS), digital 
NOTAMs, weather information, natural hazards, 
air tra�  c � ow and capacity management 
planning. That single CS would save €62 million 
of operating and maintenance costs per year. 
CS4, a service for the collection and provision of 
airspace management data, promises to bring 

early fuel-burn bene� ts.
Both CS5 and CS4 result in improved quality 

of data and support many pan-European 
activities such as CS2 aiming at more direct 
routes with better � ight pro� les and fewer 
delays. Another important enabler among 
the CS put forward by EUROCONTROL is 
CS8 – the Pan-European Network Service 
(PENS). The main purpose of CS8 is to allow 
stakeholders to rely on a common ATM-grade 
IP network to exchange ATM information. 
Currently European ANSPs use a fragmented 
communications infrastructure built on 
bilateral connections. Some 17 ANSPs and 
EUROCONTROL have created PENS and six 
of these ANSPs have started to use PENS 
for day-to-day operations. However, PENS is 
currently a voluntary agreement and has yet to 
replace existing international connections. If all 
stakeholders embraced the concept of a single 
IP communications backbone, PENS would 
result in signi� cant economies of scale and 
would provide connectivity for the other CS. 
Many more bene� ts would become apparent, 
over and above the estimated €7 million saved 
in annual operating costs.

A cost-e� ective service
PENS will also provide a cost-e� ective service 
for the CS. These include the European Tracker 
Service, which aims to deliver a high-quality 
picture of the Europe-wide air situation by 
processing and unifying data from Europe’s 
surveillance sensors. PENS is also fundamental 
to the delivery of aeronautical information 
made available by CS5 and CS4, and for 
exchanging the 4D trajectory � ight pro� le 
provided by CS2. The links between CS 
maximise bene� ts and allow for synergies in 
support of EU performance targets.

A call for interest followed by a call for 
tender is expected to bring a wide response 
from stakeholders and consortia interested in 
providing the Centralised Services.

 EUROCONTROL has always been con� dent 
about the � nancial savings associated with 
the CS, which have now been con� rmed 
by the external assessor who stated that 
EUROCONTROL’s CBA calculations have been 
conservative. It is therefore worth noting that, 
so far, EUROCONTROL’s calculations have not 
taken the synergy e� ects that will be generated 
through operating all CS into account. The 
Agency intends to tender out all the services in 
parallel in order to get the maximum bene� t, 
rather than associate � nancial savings with 
particular services. 

“We want to make sure 
that our assumptions are 

realistic and thus credible.”
Andreas Tautz,

Head of Performance 
and Methods,

EUROCONTROL

“We have analysed the 
yearly costs for each CS 

and we estimate that 
the CS will deliver annual 
operating cost savings of 

more than €150million.”
Paula Leal de Matos,

Business Case Leader,
EUROCONTROL
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Skyway: How is the European
ATM system performing at the
moment?
Not too badly. In the area of
safety it has always performed
well. Flight e�  ciency is improving
on the whole although airlines are 
optimising the price of a � ight and 
often take the more cost-e�  cient, 
rather than the straightest, route.

Skyway: But you would expect it
to be performing quite well with
tra�  c declining in busy sectors,
even though air navigation
service providers (ANSPs) may
not have so much money to
spend on capacity generating
improvements.
When tra�  c levels were rising and
money was free-� owing we were
still not keeping up with capacity.
So what ANSPs have done now
is to adapt to pressure from the
performance scheme, where we
targeted operational performance
in the � rst reference period. Last
year was the � rst year of this
period and they were supposed
to achieve 0.7 (an average delay
of 0.7 a minute for all � ights) and
what we achieved, for the � rst
time in EUROCONTROL’s history,
was 0.63. This was down from 0.9
in 2011 and 2.0 the year before.

Skyway: Was the improvement
de� nitely a result of the
introduction of the performance
scheme?
Yes. Some countries have always
had problems but they all made an 
enormous e� ort to change, even 
in the small States. For example, 
Austria and Cyprus had a big 
impact on ANS delays, well above 
their tra�  c share. Those two States 
are small in terms of tra�  c but 
were very signi� cant in terms 
of disruption to air tra�  c. Under 
pressure from the Single European 
Sky (SES) Performance targets, both 
Austria and Cyprus have improved 
signi� cantly and met their 
performance targets for 2012.

Skyway: Given the economic 
crisis in Western Europe, this is 
probably the worst time in history 
to require e�  ciency improvements 
from all ANSPs.
Cyprus is a good example of where
the government went further
than we asked them. We made
some recommendations and the
government said they would be
able to do better than that. As did
Spain, which issued a Royal Decree,
committing itself to drop unit
rates to the average of the top � ve
States, for the � rst time ever. Spain

is no longer the most expensive
ANSP in Europe. But when you
look at the basic economic model
you have to ask why the smaller 
providers – such as Slovenia and 
Estonia – operate at a much lower 
rate than the bigger guys, when 
economy of scale reasons that the 
bigger you are, the cheaper you 
should be?

Skyway: Why is that?
People. The costs of ATM are
sometimes skewed. For example,
75% of the costs base is sta�  –
from their government legacy
they are paid well and have
pension schemes which layer in
considerable additional costs to
the system. In addition, States
still do not de-fragment the
systems as they all invest in new
equipment individually. These are
two examples of where ANSPs can
look, but there are others. I think 
that all aspects of the cost base 
need to be re-examined.

Skyway: So what sort of
performance targets should 
we be considering in Europe?
The main objective of our mission
is to halve unit costs. But the
question is, as you get closer to
that, whether we might reach

a point where you should stop
pushing further. ATM costs
traditionally have only gone in one
direction – up. With this legacy, it
is very di�  cult to wean the States
away from that.

Skyway: States or ANSPs?
States. ANSPs are still not
separated to the point where
they are independent operating
companies. When you look outside
Europe at how other countries
operate, such as the Middle East
countries, governments still have
the sovereign responsibility for
providing ATM but they often
give somebody else the job of
delivering it.

Skyway: What has been the
recent trend of ATM costs in
Europe and what’s achievable 
for the future?
From 2003 to 2007 tra�  c grew
quickly and costs rose but more 
slowly than tra�  c. Then we hit 
turbulence in 2008-09 when 
tra�  c started to go down quickly 
– but with the cost  recovery 
system in place ANSPs could still 
recover their costs. It took them 
approximately one year to take 
action and costs started to go 
down in 2010-11.

It is one of the most challenging jobs in European aviation – recommending binding performance 
targets for Europe’s air tra�  c management (ATM) system. Peter Gri�  ths chairs the European 
Commission’s Performance Review Body (PRB) which is drawing up proposals for new performance 
targets for 2015-2019.

CHANGING THE 
FUNDAMENTALS OF 
EUROPE’S ATM SYSTEM
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We have an aspirational target of
halving unit costs, set in the ATM
Master Plan. That’s the overall goal
that the politicians are looking for.
The PRB has never said whether or
not that’s achievable but for each
reference period we work out what
is realistic. We’ve given a range of
what we think is achievable and
the range is about the speed of
change. The minimum baseline
is maintaining costs – so you hold
costs over time and you absorb
more tra�  c. That means that your
costs in real terms go down per
unit. This is consistent with the
political goal because the political
goals were set in 2005 when tra�  c
was supposed to have doubled by
2020. And by 2020, the unit cost
was supposed to have halved,
which means keeping the costs
steady while tra�  c is growing.

Skyway: The airlines will 
look at that and say that’s 
not good enough.
And they do. They want to
go faster. But the question is
how fast? I think to try and get 
more than 5% per annum out 
of the system will be extremely 
di�  cult. You would need 
considerable restructuring
to achieve it, and agreement

amongst all stakeholders on how it 
will be delivered. Everybody would 
need to buy into a plan. But this 
is starting to happen – the target 
setting is probably better for the 
next reference period than for the  
last time. For the airline industry it 
can’t happen soon enough. Over 
the last 10 years they have been 
investing €1 billion a year into the 
system and they constantly say 
they have seen no bene� t from it.

Skyway: What can be done
to achieve that 5% cost 
reduction per year?
There are a number of
di� erent factors. Let’s start with
EUROCONTROL and its plan for
developing Centralised Services.
We haven’t seen the details but
I’m sure they are pretty ambitious.
Di� erent ANSPs are working
together on di� erent initiatives to
provide a pan-European service
instead of implementing some
SESAR technologies in each and
every one of the over 60 centres
in Europe on a local level. There is
also room for regional 
cooperation, such as buying 
systems together and changing 
regulations so that they can 
operate as more market-based 
organisations.

Skyway: The International Air
Transport Association’s (IATA)
Blueprint for a Single European Sky
suggests that we could manage
with 40 centres.
It’s di�  cult to say how many
centres you need because it
depends on the complexity of
what you are managing. If we’re
discussing en-routes centres then
you probably need even fewer
than that, but if you’re dealing
with a complex terminal control
area like Amsterdam/Schiphol
or Frankfurt then you do need
the central control mechanism
to be able to continue the safety
oversight.

The problem with dealing with
complexity is that it is di�  cult to
change; you can change it but it’s a
question of speed. What you can’t
do is let the system fail. So with the
purpose of transitioning it, you’ve
got to set a target that is ambitious
and challenging, but which doesn’t
stress the programme to the point
of failure. For this we need to see
change management planning
being included in the performance
plans.

Skyway: How does the target
setting process work?
The PRB proposes, the European

Union (EU) mechanism decides.
We take inputs from every
stakeholder that has a view
– from gliding clubs to major
airlines – as to what the range of
performance targets should be
for the next reference period. We
then narrow down the ranges
for another consultation period
and then issue a report and
recommendations.

Skyway: How close are the
targets of di� erent stakeholders?
They are poles apart. In summary,
ANSPs will tell you that they can’t
do anything because the targets
are too ambitious. Airlines will tell
you they want 20% per annum
improvements, that ANSPs need
to move considerably faster.

Skyway: And presumably some
will say there is a balance to
be achieved between safety,
cost, delays and environmental
performance – you can improve
one area but that will have a
knock-on e� ect in another area?
Yes and there are always ’get-out‘
clauses. As soon as they think
that you are going anywhere
near anything really sensitive
out comes a red card to stop the
process.

Skyway: Which is the most
di�  cult target to set?
Cost e�  ciency is always the most
di�  cult one. You’re taking money
away from a number of providers,
all of whom claim to have a very
good case for charging what
they charge. The question is, is it
too much? And that’s always the
underlying problem. All the other
targets are easy to set. In addition, 
we do not apply a  ‘one size � ts 
all approach’, each individual plan 
must be considered on its own 
merits and its contribution to the 
target evaluated.

If we were working in a period of
steady growth, you could set 
targets which are reasonably 
accurate. But we are facing a wide 
range of uncertainty in tra�  c. Q
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Q Nearly every performance 
scheme invented has been good, 
but we’re doing it at a time when 
there is the completely opposite 
trend.

Skyway: So do you think there
will be a fundamental change
to the way ANS services are
delivered in Europe as a result of
the performance regime?
Yes, although these changes will
take about 10 years to have their
full impact – you will see slow
progress towards a completely
di� erent model. The question is,
what does that model look like?

One important area is
increasing the useful productivity
of controllers rather than just
reducing costs. The original
philosophy of the PRB is to hold
costs steady while improving
e�  ciencies –improving controller
rostering is one way to do this
and it should be possible to
have new contracts in place by
the end of 2019. After that, SESAR
deployment and technology 
change will come. 

Last year, ANSP revenues fell by 
€350 million across the whole of 
the EU. Around €176 million of 
that is recoverable but the rest of
it has been lost. That has a bigger
in� uence on what the ANSPs
are doing than anything else so
they have to do something about
their cost structures.

Skyway: And are they?
I’ve not seen any signs that States
are not buying into this. We don’t
get any complaints saying that 
the performance scheme is 
completely unachievable – they 
are just very worried about how 
to achieve it and how fast they 
can do it.

Skyway: Politically it’s di�  cult
because unions will argue that
changes will have a detrimental
impact on their working
conditions. What has been the
result of implementing the Royal
Decree in Spain?
Controllers are pretty sensible
people; they are not going to
willingly put something into
danger as a result of a Decree. It 
might be that they slow down the
system whilst they transition 
matters, but  we can then see that
and we can do something about
it. The system can change and
it can become safer and more
e�  cient too, because you have
a very highly-skilled workforce
who know exactly how to do this.
Some unions are saying this has
been long overdue, we’re happy
to see it and we’re very pleased to
be involved in it. Others don’t like
it at all because it involves job
losses. But you don’t need to do
too much to make this change.
And if you look at the French plan
as a good example of practical

measures – they are reducing
numbers by natural wastage.

Skyway: Can you achieve the
e�  ciency targets and maintain
the number of centres we have
at the moment?
No. But we set targets by
outcomes, not the means by
which you achieve them.

Skyway: Do you have any
sympathy with the States who 
say: “We understand the e�  ciency
targets, but for reasons of national
sovereignty we need to have our
own en-route ATC centre, even
though we are a very small State”?
They all say that, but when you
look at some of the small States 
like Luxembourg and the 
Netherlands they don’t have 
en-route centres, they have two 
terminal control zones. We have 
set the goal as a Single Sky so 
sovereignty issues have already 
been addressed through the 
legislation. What is clear is that 
we can’t stand still because of 
sovereignty concerns.

Skyway: Do you think the
functional airspace block (FAB)
process is working?
It’s not working yet, but it’s still 
early days. We’ve been operating 
for a year with the performance 
scheme and we’re saying it will 
take 10 to 15 years to change 
it. The airlines want changes 
tomorrow but the ANSPs say this 
is not possible, though it may 
be possible the day after. The 
question is, do you leave them to
do it at the pace they are doing it
or do you look for ways to speed
them up? If you speed them up,
you may face more disruption as
they transition. If you leave them 
to carry on at the same pace 
they might never deliver. It’s the 
judgement call the PRB has to 
make in advising the Commission 
and the rest of the EU. But it is 
ultimately for States to decide, of 
course. 
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FROM THE 
CENTRAL 
FLOW 
MANAGEMENT 
UNIT TO

Skyway: Where did the idea of 
a Network Manager (NM) come 
from?
I had the idea in mind when I 
� rst came to the Central Flow 
Management Unit (CFMU) in 
January 2006. Having run the 
largest air tra�  c control (ATC) 
centre in France before then, 
I knew all too well that � ow 
management is closely linked to 
all operational activities.

You can’t have good � ow 
management if you don’t plan 
and prepare route networks 
and sectorisation properly. Flow 
management does not create 
capacity; it optimises it, day after 
day. For e�  cient air tra�  c � ow 
management (ATFM), you need 
excellent planning.

When I came to 
EUROCONTROL, I realised that 
there were other Units in the 
Agency that were focused on 
capacity planning and route 
network design. It occurred to me 
that it would be a good idea to 
put all those Units together. It also 
made sense to include airports, 
as they are a vital node in the 
network.

The idea initially met with 
some reluctance but then David 

Skyway talks to Jacques Dopagne, former 
Director Network Management of EUROCONTROL. 
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McMillan, EUROCONTROL’s 
Director General at the time, 
championed it. We were then able 
to prove, I believe, both to the 
European Commission (EC) and 
Industry, that we had reorganised 
ourselves properly and were in a 
strong enough position to take on 
the functions of a NM.

Skyway: Did the ash crisis 
of 2010 accelerate the 
establishment of the NM?
The ash crisis made it plain 
to everyone in the aviation 
community that a NM was 
needed. 

It wasn’t only needed for sound 
planning – which, by the way, 
is essential for establishing the 
Single European Sky – and it 
wasn’t only for the sake of good 
pre-tactical and tactical � ow 
management. It was to handle the 
daily di�  culties we encounter in 
the network and, importantly, to 
manage major crises. 

By creating the NM, we built a 
structure which united a variety 
of special skills within the Agency: 
we brought together people 
who do planning, day-to-day 
management, post-operations 
analysis and monitoring – and 

preparation for large-scale events 
and disruptions.

Skyway: How is the NM di� erent 
from the CFMU?
The NM could not have existed 
without the CFMU. The CFMU – 
now called the Network Manager 
Operations Centre – is the heart 
of the NM. It deals with � ight 
plans, aeronautical data and � ow 
management. Without these 
services, we could not manage 
the network. It is an essential 
asset.

The CFMU on its own could 
not have been a NM. Other 
skills are needed for that – skills 
in capacity planning, airspace 
design, airports and support for 
safety management. All these 
were needed to complement the 
CFMU and make a NM that is � t 
for purpose.

Skyway: We seem to be doing 
well on the capacity front these 
days. Is this because there is less 
tra�  c or have we really generated 
more?
It is true that air tra�  c in Europe 
has been substantially reduced – 
in 2012, there was 2.6% less than 
the year before. Naturally, with this 
level of reduction in tra�  c, there 
was less pressure overall on the 
system.

In 2012, the � rst year of the 
Performance Scheme RP1, the 
delay target was achieved – in 
fact, it was bettered. 0.7 minutes 
of delay for all � ights was the 

target and we achieved 0.63.
This is signi� cant because 

the levels of tra�  c in 2012 were 
practically identical with those of 
2006. And in 2006, there was an 
average delay of 1,03 minutes. 
This means that we have made a 
real gain in capacity of 8%.

The NM has played a 
pivotal role in achieving this 
and, although the network 
management function is very 
important, we are not the only 
ones who deliver. We work 
in permanent collaboration 
and close partnership with air 
navigation service providers 
(ANSPs), functional airspace blocks 
(FABs), airports, the airlines and 
the military.

The designation of 
EUROCONTROL as the NM means 
that the Agency’s wide range of 
skills could be put to very good 
e� ect. This fact was recognised by 
our governing bodies and they 
insisted that the NM function be 
applied to all EUROCONTROL’s 
Member States, not just the 27 that 
belong to the European Union (EU).

It goes further still – we help 
our neighbours, Morocco, Egypt 
and Israel, too. Having a larger 
area of airspace to work in makes 
the whole system more e�  cient 
as the network of routes can be 
designed for optimal e�  ciency 
and � ow measures can be applied 
evenly, restoring balance. This is a 
win-win situation for the EU States, 
our own Member States and our 
neighbours.

NETWORK 
MANAGER
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And so what has changed? The 
EC’s Implementing Rule gave the 
NM the right to address the root 
causes of the lack of capacity, the 
low levels of � ight e�  ciency, safety 
issues and the di�  culties airports 
face with their operations. We now 
have a single Directorate to do all 
this and the Agency’s operational 
skills and know-how in technical 
issues can be used to greater 
e� ect.

Skyway: What do you think 
are the biggest challenges 
that lie ahead?
2013 began well in terms of 
capacity and � ight e�  ciency; so 
far, we are meeting our RP1 targets.

But the network is susceptible 
to disruption – and especially so in 
times of social tension, particularly 
with ATM sta� . We are working 
closely with ANSPs to consolidate 
procedures that can be used 
to mitigate the impact of social 
action.

Another kind of disruption 
occurs when ANSPs are making 
signi� cant changes or upgrades 
of their route network, systems or 
equipment. We are now in a good 
position to work with them well in 
advance, using our Transition Plan 
for Major Projects. 

Special events can also have an 
impact on the network, but they 
can be circumvented with good, 
solid planning. You’ll remember 
that last year saw the European 
football championship and the 
Olympic Games – both of which 
could have led to delay. But we 
were extremely well prepared and 
the impact on the network was 
minimal.

The challenge facing us now 
is how to meet the performance 
targets for the next reference 
period, 2015-2019, which will be 
set at the end of this year.

This could be a real test for 
us – because even though tra�  c 
is down now, I believe that it 
will return to previous levels and 
beyond.

In the past, the actors in the 
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European ATM system did not 
make su�  cient preparation for 
the future when tra�  c levels 
were low. History shows us that 
although tra�  c dipped, it always 
recovered. So we must plan for 
more tra�  c in the system and we 
must do that now.

Our new Director General, Frank 
Brenner, has a very sound idea 
with the Centralised Services. This 
initiative will help lower costs and 
improve our performance.

An important development 
that will help airlines reduce costs 
and improve � ight e�  ciency is 
the widespread introduction of 
Free Route Airspace – that should 
be a reality in RP2. Airlines will be 
able to plan their own entry and 
exit points, no longer obliged to 
follow a � xed structure. 

Two other developments are, I 
believe, essential. Firstly, airports 
have to be better integrated 
into the network: when things 
go wrong at one airport, then 
all the airports are a� ected. The 
airport community is becoming 
increasingly involved though, and 
we have ACI Europe to thank for 
this.

Just as we did for en-route, we 
will have to look at critical areas, 
examine the root causes of the 

di�  culties and come up with 
workable solutions for airports. 

The second essential 
development is in the area of 
safety management. We have to 
consolidate safety management 
activities. Safety is two-fold: there 
is safety regulation and safety 
management.

National safety regulation will 
gradually be consolidated under 
the European Aviation Safety 
Agency (EASA).

Safety management falls under 
the responsibility of ANSPs, airlines 
and airports. Rigorous monitoring 
of operations is essential – but 
it should be done in a spirit of 
fairness to sta� .

Flying safely in Europe will 
come about with the combination 
of good safety regulation, as 
de� ned by EASA and good safety 
management by the air transport 
industry, supported by the NM. 
We hope to help by promulgating 
best practices; giving independent 
advice; helping with safety culture 
surveys, safety monitoring tools 
and systems.

Capacity, � ight e�  ciency and 
lowering of costs can only be 
brought about if we can maintain 
extremely high levels of safety 
throughout our industry.  

”By creating the NM, 
we built a structure 

which united a variety 
of special skills 

within the Agency.”
Jacques Dopagne, 

former Director 
Network

Management, 
EUROCONTROL 
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EUROCONTROL is playing a pivotal role in ensuring the European 
ATM system meets the performance targets developed by the 
European Commission.

complementary, and our task has been to make 
the di� erent contributions deliver the targets.” 

The � rst reference period sets three 
network-wide targets; average en-route delay 
of 0.5 minutes per � ight by 2014; a 0.75% 
improvement in � ight e�  ciency each year 
and an annual reduction of 0.35% in unit rates 
across the region. “We have taken ownership 
of the � rst two network targets,” says Sultana. 
“Each ANSP has a performance plan. One of the 
� rst things we do is check whether the sum of 
all the plans across the network will meet the 
target. We do this up to three years in advance. 
If we � nd something that is not being done, we 
work with the ANSPs to get an improvement. 
In a way we are managing the achievement of 
the targets.”

EUROCONTROL NM uses the Network 
Operations Plan (NOP), a single operations Q 

The � rst performance targets by the 
European Commission (EC) at the start 

of 2012 placed the focus � rmly on the air 
navigation service providers (ANSPs) to meet 
the new e�  ciency, capacity and environmental 
targets. In the two years since, EUROCONTROL 
has played an increasingly active role in the 
process. In 2011, the Commission appointed 
EUROCONTROL as Network Manager (NM), 
requiring the Agency to address cross-border 
issues in addition to coordinating activity by 
individual States. 

Joe Sultana, EUROCONTROL’s Director 
Network Manager (DNM), is responsible for 
overseeing the change. “I would say the targets 
for the � rst reference period are a mix of local, 
national and network targets. A lot is outside 
the direct control of EUROCONTROL. While 
they di� er in many aspects, they are also 

FROM THE NETWORK 
PERFORMANCE

GETTING 
BEST
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Q plan for the whole network that details 
available capacity across the network based 
on information supplied by ANSPs. The NOP 
speci� es, for each ANSP, the tra�  c expected, 
how many sectors are open, expected delays, 
special events, training, what improvements 
are in place, and what this means in terms of 
capacity increase or degradation. The Network 
Manager can then work with the ANSPs to 
smooth out bottlenecks and ensure any delays 
stay within the target � gure.

EUROCONTROL has also developed the 
En-Route Network Improvement Plan, mainly 
to tackle � ight e�  ciency targets. This is put 
together in partnership with the States and 
re� ects the airspace design improvements 
planned to bring routes closer to the optimum 
‘Great Circle’ route and reduce extended 
� ight paths. Once approved by the Single Sky 
Committee, the Improvement Plan is published, 
and States are expected to implement the new 
routes. As many as 200-300 route improvements 
are implemented each year, saving up to 50 
miles in some cases. Route improvements by 
the end of 2013 look set to achieve the targets 
set for 2014 according to Sultana. 

Network operations
The Network Operations Planning Unit, led by 
Razvan Bucuroiu, reports route extension due 
to airspace design had fallen to an historical 
low level of 2.84% by June 2013. This is the 
equivalent of 700,000 nm less distance � own 
compared to the equivalent period in 2012, 
translating into 4,000 tons of fuel savings or 
14,000 tons less carbon dioxide emissions. 
Bucuroiu’s team is concentrating in particular 
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on the busiest city pairs, for example slicing 50 
nm from routes between Munich and Paris, and 
reducing � ights between Izmir and Gatwick by 
40 nm. Paris-Madrid and Brussels-Milan routes 
are also bene� tting from shorter routes.

However, routes remain on average 40 km 
longer than the ‘Great Circle’ according to the 
European Commission, adding to fuel burn 
and emissions, prompting EUROCONTROL to 
introduce a new initiative with the airlines in 
2013. A new portal displays � ights between a 
busy city pair (without naming speci� c � ights) 
and shows the number that have used the 
shortest route and those � ying additional 
miles. In a recent example between London 
and Istanbul, only half � ew the most direct 
route despite identical conditions. “The airlines 
were surprised by the results,” says Sultana. 
“By showing them the impact in real time, 
they have no excuses. If they choose to � y a 
longer route for cost reasons, we can take this 
information to the Commission.”  There are 
further examples where � ight plans from Milan 
to southern Italy are � led over the Adriatic, 
rather than the most direct route over Italy. The 
airlines bene� t from lower airspace charges over N
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“We have a set of added value 
targets we are committed to 

as Network Manager.”
Joe Sultana,

Director Network Manager,
EUROCONTROL

Croatia or Serbia, yet frequently request, and � y, 
the more direct route once airborne.

The revised legislation known as SES2+ 
proposed by the Commission in June 2013, 
includes plans to strengthen the position of 
the Network Manager in relation to airlines 
and ANSPs. For example, performance plans 
submitted by the ANSPs to the Commission 
will also be reviewed by the Network Manager 
and if they do not deliver network bene� t 
they may be rejected. The Network Manager 
can escalate non-compliance to a political 
level and the Commission can require States 
to comply with SES legislation. “This, however, 
is not EUROCONTROL’s preferred course of 
action. Information sharing and open dialogue 
is the way to achieve a positive outcome 
says Sultana. “Some cases may require more 
convincing, more simulations, and more time to 
� nd the solutions. But there are plenty of other 
opportunities, so we do have time to resolve 
the more contentious issues.”

Network Strategic Plan
The Network Manager’s long-term goals are 
detailed in the Network Strategic Plan, compiled 
by EUROCONTROL. “The current Network Plan 
was drawn up in 2012 and focused mainly on 
the � rst reference period,” says Sultana. “It gives 
an orientation of what the network should 
be doing in order to meet the targets at the 
conceptual level, including which concepts 
need to be addressed, and how we see the 
network evolving.” The plan is approved by 
the ANSPs through the Network Management 
Board, an industry-led supervisory board made 
up of ANSPs, airlines, airports and military 
representatives. Once approved, it is adopted by 
the Commission. 

In mid-2013, EUROCONTROL began 
developing the next Network Strategy Plan 
in anticipation of the performance targets for 
the second reference period, RP2 from 2015 
to 2019. The document is due for review in 
December 2013, with adoption expected by 
mid-2014. Among target areas, Free Route 
Airspace (FRA) is expected to grow signi� cantly. 
FRA enables airspace users to select an entry 
and exit point in order to � y optimum � ight 
paths. Sultana predicts FRA will be available 
across the whole of the en-route phase of � ight 
by the end of the second reference period. 

The Network Manager has already started 
working with ANSPs, the Functional Airspace 
Blocks (FABs) and the military to encourage 
wider adoption of FRA. “Today, we have 
examples at night or at weekends for roughly 

a quarter of airspace. This is certainly where the 
Network is pushing.”

Another target area is airport participation, for 
example through Airport-Collaborative Decision 
Making (A-CDM). Implementation has started 
slowly with only � ve airports to date, but at least 
20 more have started to set up the necessary 
data-sharing platforms. A-CDM provides real-
time information about aircraft push back, 
taxi and take o� , and has led to signi� cant 
improvements in on-time performance. This 
has an immediate bene� t on the ability of the 
Network Manager to manage tra�  c e�  ciently.

“Today, there is a tolerance of 15 minutes in 
any airport slot. But this is not really accurate 
enough,” says Sultana. 
“We know an aircraft can navigate within an 
accuracy of 30 seconds, but we are putting 
restrictions on � ights based on plans that 
are not really accurate.” He says rather than 
structuring � ow management around 
departure points on the ground, in the future 
it will be points in space that determine tra�  c 
� ow. “It is a di� erent way of working, based 
on 4-dimensional trajectories in line with 
SESAR work. We are looking at how we can 
develop these ideas in the next � ve years to 
improve performance. One of the proposals 
for Centralised Service – CS2 will address this 
requirement.”

Delivering improvement
Not content with measuring the individual 
performance of airports, airlines and ANSPs, 
EUROCONTROL set itself an ambitious target 
at the start of RP1. The Network Manager 
committed to improve the delay situation 
by an additional 10%. By looking at targets 
for the whole network, the Agency was able 
to improve on measures taken by individual 
ANSPs and deliver 10% improvement over 
and above the target for 2013. Going forward, 
EUROCONTROL has committed itself to 
reducing weekend delays, currently as high as 
those experienced during the week, despite less 
tra�  c and reduced military activity. 

“We have a set of added-value targets we 
are committed to as Network Manager,” says 
Sultana. “We also have operational safety targets 
which will be part of RP2. The Network Manager 
has to work with the ANSPs, the airlines, the 
airports and the FABs to deliver those targets. 
How we do it is a moving feast, but the 
important thing is we continue this relationship 
with the operational stakeholders, and we all 
need to be accountable. At the end of the day, it 
is about improved performance in the air.”  
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Swedish charter airline Novair is now making 
regular fuel and emission savings on a 

daily basis as a result of taking part in a wide 
number of Single European Sky ATM Research 
(SESAR) trial and evaluation programmes.

Novair has a � eet of three Airbus A321 
aircraft, which it � ies from its bases in 
Stockholm, Gothenburg and Oslo to the 
eastern Mediterranean (principally Greece) 
in summer months and mainly to the Canary 
Islands during the winter. The airline, owned 
by Swiss travel group Kuoni, has long been a 
supporter of environmentally-friendly aviation 
initiatives and this is what prompted its 

involvement with SESAR in 2009, according 
to the airline’s SESAR Contribution Manager, 
Ulrika Ziverts – who is also a pilot with the 
airline.

“Even before participating in SESAR, we 
worked actively with fuel saving initiatives. 
We participated in regional collaborations 
between airlines, air navigation service 
providers (ANSPs) and airports to improve 
operations by implementing changes leading 
to ‘quick wins’ that could be achieved when all 
stakeholders communicate and collaborate,” 
she said. “We were involved in � ight trials in the 
EUROCONTROL CASSIS II (CTA / ATC System 
Integration Studies) programme. So when the 
call for tender for the airspace user contracts 
was launched by the SESAR Joint Undertaking 
(SJU) in 2009, it was natural for us to submit 
an o� er and we felt honoured to be awarded 
with one of the contracts. There is a synergy 
between the two activities – our knowledge 
and experience from our day-to-day work 
with e�  cient operations enhances our SESAR 
participation and our participation in SESAR 
fuels our day-to-day work with e�  cient 
operations,” she said.

Sweden’s Novair is evaluating 
SESAR concepts in an 
operational context – and 
reaping early rewards from new 
procedures and collaborative 
programmes.

The airline dedicated a team of seven 
individuals to work part-time with SESAR – six 
pilots and the head of its Operations Centre. 
Novair is currently participating in some 20 
separate projects, spread among several 
work packages. “We have chosen to focus 
our participation on areas in which we see 
a need for improvement in our day-to-day 
operations and where we feel that we have 
something to contribute,” said Ulrika Ziverts. 
“We are extensively involved in projects related 
to improved e�  ciency during the approach 
phase of the � ight; improved vertical pro� les 
and I4D (initial 4 dimensional trajectory) and 
so on. And we are also involved in projects 
in work package16 relating to measuring 
environmental impact and how to assess 
the fuel e�  ciency of � ights and in the area 
of the human machine interface and in work 
package 11.”

As a member of SESAR’s airspace user 
community, Novair has participated in several 
other validation and evaluation activities. 
Some of these have involved the use of 
simulators and synthetic environments. For 
example, in the area of I4D, coupled simulator 
sessions between Maastricht Upper Area 
Control Centre (MUAC) and the North 
European Austrian Consortium (Noracon) have 
involved Novair pilots ‘� ying’ an A320 simulator 
at Airbus’ facilities in Toulouse. This provided 
the company with “an excellent opportunity 
for Novair pilots to experience the I4D 
concept, and get a better understanding of 
the future concept of operations with respect 
to time-based operation, while at the same 
time providing input to the project from a line 
pilot’s perspective,” Ziverts added.

In addition to simulated aspects of 
proposed SESAR solutions, Novair has used 
revenue � ights to assess and validate some 
of the operational concepts. Live trials of the 
controlled time of arrival (CTA) concept have 
taken place on � ights into Stockholm’s Arlanda 
airport under the auspices of SESAR Project 
05.06.01 – ’Ground and Airborne Capabilities 
to Implement Sequence.’ The aim of this series 
of tests has been to determine and evaluate 
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what is achievable with today’s technologies 
in terms of meeting time constraints at a 
given point in space, thus enabling a more 
predictable and e�  cient sequencing for 
arriving tra�  c. 

In addition to contributing to the above-
mentioned individual projects, Novair has 
been extensively involved in validating SESAR 
solutions through live trials within the context 
of SJU’s Demonstration Activities.

Under this programme, Novair for example, 
worked on the Validation and Improvement 
of Next Generation Airspace (VINGA)1 project 
with LFV, Sweden’s ANSP, Gothenburg 
Landvetter Airport and Airbus’ subsidiary 
Quovadis, to optimise the airline’s � ights to 
and from Gothenburg from an environmental 
perspective. Two curved approaches to 
Gothenburg Landvetter (one in each runway 
direction) were developed and implemented 
and these required navigation performance – 
authorisation required (RNP-AR) approaches 
resulted in reduced track miles and e�  cient 
circumnavigation of noise sensitive areas. 

Ziverts said the focus was being placed on 
“performing each step, from entering Swedish 
airspace on arrival until leaving again on 
departure, as e�  ciently as possible. Within the 
project, an extensive fuel e�  ciency analysis 
was conducted for the approach phase with 
the aim to assess the fuel savings of the 
RNP-AR approaches compared to the ‘old’ 
P-RNAV STARs (precision area navigation 
standard terminal arrival route) followed by an 
ILS (instrument landing system).”

Novair itself developed a method of using 
� ight recorder data coupled with the aircraft 
manufacturer’s performance tool to assess 
the fuel e�  ciency of the new approaches 
compared to the previous established 
procedure. For the most frequently used 
runway (RWY21) fuel savings in the order of 
90 kg per arrival were demonstrated, showing 
how signi� cant environmental bene� ts can 
already be achieved through use of state-
of-the-art technologies, the implementation 
of best practices and active collaboration 
between all stakeholders. In addition to 
achieving the project-focused objectives, an 
extra bene� t was the generation of valuable 
knowledge for all participants. LFV gained a 
wider experience of the bene� ts of RNP-AR 
approaches in airspace populated by users 
with di� ering capabilities – RNP-AR, P-RNAV 
and non-RNAV tra�  c – while Novair developed 
a new level of expertise in the implementation 
of RNP-AR operations.

While participation in VINGA and the 
other projects has been ful� lling in itself, 
Ziverts said there are other tangible bene� ts 
to the airline from this work. “Novair is now 
� ying RNP-AR operations on a daily basis at 
Gothenburg Landvetter Airport, resulting in 
signi� cant fuel and environmental savings 
equating to 90 kg of fuel and 300 kg of CO

2 
per approach to the most commonly used 
runway,” she said.

This is an important aspect of the airline’s 
participation and motivation. “From a strict 
fuel and predictability perspective, most 
ine�  ciencies in our current operation are 
in the arrival phase, thus, that is where 
Novair sees the largest improvement in the 
future Single European Sky,” added Ziverts. 
Predictability is one of the main drivers for 
enhanced e�  ciency in the arrival phase, the 
other being the shortening of � ight paths. 
To achieve predictability, well-determined 
� ight paths are needed, to work alongside 
advanced performance based navigation 
(PBN) procedures in any operational 
environment. This in turn requires ground-
based support tools, such as an advanced 
arrival manager, particularly in operational 
environments with denser tra�  c patterns. 

The RNP-AR approach into Gothenburg 
is good example of using PBN for 
environmental and e�  ciency purposes and 
not just for circumnavigating high terrain. 
Gothenburg Landvetter airport has a 3,300 
metre long runway with ILS CAT II capability 
at both runway ends, thus the RNP-AR 
approaches were not implemented to 
enhance airport availability but to increase 
e�  ciency.

Representatives from both ground and 
airborne environments have been involved in 
the various research and validation activities 
and, in Ziverts’ words, “close collaboration is a 
prerequisite to meet the SESAR targets.”

“It is of great value for an airspace user 
to understand the challenges of ATM; it is 
otherwise very easy to lose the global picture 
and see the world from your local perspective. 
At the same time, we believe that it is also very 
valuable for ANSPs, airports and others to get 
an input from airspace users regarding our 
reality and the challenges we are facing in our 
day-to-day operations,” she said. 

1 The � nal report for the VINGA project was issued in 
December 2011 and is available at http://www.sesarju.
eu/sites/default/� les/documents/reports/AIRE_-_Vinga.

pdf?issuusl=ignore

“Even before participating 
in SESAR we worked actively 

with fuel saving initiatives.”
Ulrika Ziverts,

SESAR Contribution 
Manager, Novair



Forthcoming    events

Date: 18-20 October 2013 | Sarajevo, 
Bosnia & Herzegovina
IFATCA European Regional Meeting
EUROCONTROL’s Director Network Manager 
and other experts will speak at the IFATCA 
Conference. Full agenda accessible at 
http://www.erm2013.com/

Date: 4-6 November 2013 | Montreal 
ICAO Advanced ATM Technical 
Symposium & Workshops 
“Today’s Opportunities for Saving 
Fuel and Reducing Emissions”
EUROCONTROL will take part in the Symposium, 
organised by ICAO in collaboration with 
IATA, CANSO and ACI. More information is 
available at: http://www.icao.int/Meetings/
AdvancedATM/Pages/default.aspx

Date: 21 November 2013 
SWIM Master Class 2013 
Best in Class Ceremony
EUROCONTROL will host at its headquarters the 
ceremony which will mark the end of the SWIM 
Master Class second edition. On the agenda, 
the announcement of Best in Class � nalists, 
the presentation of their prototype as well as 
the opportunity o� ered to all participants to 
demonstrate their own developments to the 
audience. More information at:
http://www.sesarju.eu/news-press/
events/swim-master-class-2013-
best-class-ceremony

Date: 29-30 January 2014 | EUROCONTROL’s 
Brussels Headquarters
Network Manager User Forum
The User Forum is the annual air tra�  c 
management event for the aviation 
community’s operational people. Here 
operations managers and their sta�  receive 
feedback, debate ATM operational issues and 
elaborate joint solutions with their counterparts 
in EUROCONTROL’s Network Manager 
Directorate. A draft agenda will be available 
in due course on the organisation’s website 
http://www.eurocontrol.int/lists/event 

Date: 4-6 March 2014 | Madrid 
World ATM Congress
EUROCONTROL will return to the World ATM 
Congress in Madrid, with a stand and a series 
of brie� ngs on our key projects. The World ATM 
Congress combines a large-scale exhibition, 
an industry conference and social events,
providing networking opportunities and 
the chance to � nd out the latest trends and 
developments in air tra�  c management.
www.worldatmcongress.org

A list of EUROCONTROL’s events 
and its participation at stakeholder 
events is available at 
www.eurocontrol.int/lists/event
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